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1. Introduction

Laser systems emitting ultrashort pulses have opened up a variety of new applications during the last decades. These range from industrial applications such as material processing [1], medical applications [2] to fundamental research. Over the years, these applications have become more demanding on the performance of the laser systems, requiring better parameters in terms of the energy of the emitted pulses, their peak power and duration. At the same time, high repetition rates in the kHz-level or higher are often desired or even a necessity to make these processes feasible for real-world applications. These high repetition rates result in an increase of the average output power to the Kilowatt- or even Megawatt-level. Today, there is not a single laser architecture that can deliver all of these parameters simultaneously. On the one hand, laser systems with peak powers higher than 1 PW [3] are available today. However, they emit pulses with a repetition rate of a few Hz at most, thus resulting in average powers of just a few Watts. Increasing the average power to considerably higher values is challenging due to the onset of thermal effects that detrimentally impact the beam quality. On the other hand, high average power thin-disk, slab and fiber lasers provide Kilowatt-level average powers [4–6], but the peak powers are many orders of magnitudes lower in the GW-range. Additional effects, e.g. mode-instabilities for fibers [7–9], can also limit the further increase of the average power for these architectures. Even though the development of all these laser architectures still continues and it will certainly improve their performance, it is not expected that a single system will provide all of the desired parameters for demanding applications in the foreseeable future. One example of such an application is the conversion of light from the infrared wavelength region, where most of these laser systems operate, to XUV wavelengths. This process is called high-harmonic generation (HHG) [10,11] and requires a peak intensity higher than \(10^{14} \text{ W cm}^{-2}\) to generate coherent XUV radiation. Even for small focused beam sizes of 100µm diameter, this still demands pulses with multiple Gigawatts of peak power and at high repetition rates, this also results in high average powers. Moreover, applications such as laser-particle-acceleration [12] are even more demanding, requiring peak powers of at least several
Terawatts. To replace conventional accelerators with RF-technology in the future [13] multi-kHz repetition rates are desired, resulting in even higher average powers. Hence, new power scaling concepts have to be developed. The concept investigated in this thesis is to combine multiple ultrashort laser pulses, e.g. pulses emitted from multiple laser amplifiers, for performance improvements. Depending on the combination technique used, improvements of the pulse energy and/or average power are possible and existing physical limitations can be overcome. Apart from amplifiers, pulse combination can also be applied to other systems that show similar limitations such as, for example nonlinear pulse compression stages. Even though all the previously mentioned laser architectures can be in principle used for pulse combination, this thesis will mainly focus on fiber based amplifiers. The reason for this is their simple single-pass setup and reproducible beam profile, which is, besides a reproducible temporal pulse profile, a requirement for an efficient combination. Fiber laser systems emitting ultrashort pulses have seen a rapid development over the the recent decades with an increase of their performance values by many orders of magnitude, but in the last years the progress has leveled off due to a variety of physical effects. At the beginning of these thesis, if systems emitting a peak power of at least 1 GW are considered, the highest achieved average power and peak power were 50 W [14] and 3.8 GW [15], respectively. By employing multiple coherently combined parallel amplifiers, laser systems could be realized that far exceed these performance values.

The thesis is structured in the following way: in chapter 2 the basic mathematical description of ultrashort pulses will be given, which is necessary to understand the pulse combination process later on. Additionally, some high average power laser architectures will be discussed, with a focus on fiber based sources. In the following chapter the wide field of combination mechanisms for ultrashort pulses will be explored and categorized. Different elements for beam and pulse splitting and combination will be presented. This is followed by the theoretical analysis of the combination efficiency when doing coherent combination and the impact of effects such as path-length- and B-integral differences in the channels. Besides the coherent combination of pulses originating from amplifiers, the use of this technique for the nonlinear compression process will also be investigated. The theoretical considerations are finalized in chapter 5 with the discussion of different active path-length-stabilization mechanisms. In chapter 6 the previously described techniques will be put into action in different experiments. This includes a state-of-the-art fiber CPA system with a main amplification stage comprising four parallel amplifiers in two different configurations, providing performance values not achieved so far with single
amplifier fiber based systems. Additionally, the combination of two bulk amplifiers will also be shown, broadening the scope from fiber amplifiers to a different laser architecture. A first proof-of-principle experiment covers the use of coherent combination for nonlinear compression. Finally, the integration of multiple amplifier channels into a single fiber in combination with a compact 1:N splitter design will also be demonstrated, paving the way for laser systems with a large number of parallel channels in the future. In chapter 7, the results of this thesis will be summarized and an outlook on further possibilities for building the laser systems needed to fulfill the requirements of the most demanding applications will be given.
2. Fundamentals

In order to understand the combination mechanism of ultrashort pulses from separate laser beams, it is necessary to introduce a mathematical description of these pulses. This includes the temporal dependence of the corresponding electrical fields as well as the spatial profiles of the beams. In this chapter, the mathematical description will be given, followed by a discussion of processes that impact the temporal pulse form during amplification, which can affect the combination process as described in chapter 4. Different amplifier architectures for high-average-power operation will be introduced, with a focus on fiber-based systems. Finally, limitations of fiber amplifiers with regard to pulse energy, peak power and average power will be analyzed to motivate the need for coherent combination of ultrashort pulses to further improve the performance of fiber laser systems.

2.1. Temporal and spatial definition of ultrashort laser pulses

The electric field of an ultrashort pulse propagating in the $z$-direction can be described by the following formula:

$$\vec{E}(x,y,z,t) = \vec{e}_t(t)T(x,y)E(z,t)$$ (2.1)

with the vector $\vec{e}_t(t)$ being the direction of the polarization of the electric field, $T(x,y)$ is the spatial beam profile and $E(z,t)$ is the temporal pulse profile. It should be noted that two assumptions have been made here: at every instant the electric field only has a transversal component and the beam profile does not change over the course of the pulse. Both assumptions are fulfilled by ultrashort pulses in free space (where the combination process will take place) emitted by laser amplifiers. In many cases, it is beneficial to
consider the temporal pulse form in frequency domain because it is more convenient to
describe effects such as dispersion in this domain. Then, equation 2.1 can be written as:

\[ \vec{E}(x, y, z, t) = \vec{e}_t(t)T(x, y) \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \vec{E}_0(\omega) \exp\left[i(\omega t - k(\omega)z)\right] \]  

(2.2)

with the spectral electric field \( \vec{E}_0(\omega) \) and the wave-number \( k(\omega) = \frac{\omega n(\omega)}{c} \) [16]. In the
next step, the fast oscillation of the carrier frequency \( \omega_0 \) is taken out of the integral. It
should be noted that, so far, no approximation has been done, so the result is valid even
for pulses consisting of just a few optical cycles:

\[ \vec{E}(x, y, z, t) = \vec{e}_t(t)T(x, y)e^{i\omega_0 t} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \vec{E}_0(\omega) \exp\left[i((\omega - \omega_0)t - k(\omega)z)\right] \]  

(2.3)

To simplify the equation even further, a Taylor expansion of the wave-number can be
carried out, introducing the expansion coefficients \( \beta_n \) [16]. This is valid as long as the
condition \( \Delta\omega \ll \omega_0 \) is fulfilled, meaning that the pulse frequency bandwidth \( \Delta\omega \) should
be narrow compared to the carrier frequency :

\[ \beta_n = \left( \frac{\partial^n k(\omega)}{\partial \omega^n} \right)_{\omega = \omega_0} \]  

(2.4)

\[ k(\omega) = \beta_0 + \beta_1(\omega - \omega_0) + \frac{1}{2}\beta_2(\omega - \omega_0)^2 + \frac{1}{6}\beta_3(\omega - \omega_0)^3 + O(\omega^4) \]  

(2.5)

Due to the above mentioned condition on the spectral bandwidth, this approximation is
limited to pulse durations longer than 100 fs at 1 \( \mu \)m wavelength [16]. This approximation
is known as slowly-varying amplitude approximation. Using the coefficients \( \beta_n \), the phase
velocity \( v_{ph} \) (which describes the propagation speed of the carrier wave) and the group
velocity \( v_g(\omega) \) (which describes the propagation speed of the temporal envelope of the pulse)
can be defined as:

\[ v_{ph} = \frac{\omega_0}{\beta_0} = \frac{c}{n(\omega_0)} \]  

(2.6)

\[ v_g(\omega) = \frac{1}{\beta_1} = \frac{c}{n(\omega) + \omega \left( \frac{dn(\omega)}{d\omega} \right)} \]  

(2.7)

A mismatch between both terms results in a time dependency of the carrier-envelope
(CE) phase. The CE-phase is especially relevant for few-cycle pulses and can have a
significant impact on certain applications [17].
The definition of the spatial beam profile depends on the environment the light is propagating through. During propagation in waveguide structures, the beam profile can be calculated as a superposition of multiple modes and the structure of these modes is strongly dependent on the waveguide geometry [18, 19]. For free-space propagation, on the other hand, the spatial intensity and phase profile can be arbitrarily chosen. However, for most applications a beam with a flat phase profile and Gaussian intensity profile is preferred. This has the benefit of a constant structure of the beam profile during propagation and that the beam can be focused to a well defined focal spot [20]. Additionally, the fundamental mode of optical fibers can be approximated by a Gaussian beam in most cases [16]. Hence, the term $T(x, y)$ in equation 2.1 can be approximately written as:

$$T(x, y) = \exp \left[ -2 \ln(2) \left( \frac{x^2 + y^2}{w^2} \right) \right]$$

(2.8)

with the half-maximum beam-width being $w$, as long as the divergence of the beam can be neglected (which is true for large enough beam diameters and free-space propagation). In most of the calculations in this thesis a flat spatial phase profile will be assumed and deviations from this profile will be treated as detrimental effects for the pulse combination process.

### 2.2. Propagation of ultrashort pulses

#### 2.2.1. Chromatic dispersion

During the propagation of a laser pulse through material its temporal and spectral properties may be modified. This is caused by effects that have an impact in the spectral domain such as dispersion and ones that are dependent on the temporal form of the pulse such as nonlinear effects. Differences in the temporal and spectral properties of pulses that are to be combined together can have a major detrimental effect on the efficiency of the combination process (see chapter 4). Hence, it is important to have a theoretical description of these effects. Chromatic dispersion is determined by the frequency dependence of the refractive index $n(\omega)$. When using a waveguide, it is important to take into account that the dispersion is not only caused by the material of the amplifier, but by the waveguide as well [18]. As can be derived from the definition of the wave-number $k(\omega)$, dispersion leads to a frequency dependence of the higher-order terms in equation 2.5. While a constant spectral phase alters the CE-phase of the pulse
and a linear spectral phase shifts the pulse envelope in time domain, these higher-order terms change the temporal intensity and phase profile of the pulse. For example, if a pulse with a bandwidth of $\Delta \omega$ is considered, a rough estimation of the pulse duration after a propagation length $L$ through a dispersive medium can be done by calculating the propagation time difference between the spectral components separated by $\Delta \omega$:

$$\Delta \tau = \frac{\partial (\beta_1 L)}{\partial \omega} \Delta \omega = \beta_2 L \Delta \omega$$  (2.9)

Strictly speaking, this equation is only valid if the contributions of the third- and higher-order terms of $\beta$ can be neglected. To perform a calculation of the dispersion during amplification and propagation, the coefficients $\beta_n$ need to be known. As previously mentioned, they comprise contributions from the material and (if existing) the waveguide. The wavelength dependence of the refractive index is well known for commonly used host materials such as YAG [21] or fused silica [22]. And even though doping the material with rare-earth ions has an impact on the refractive index (and in some cases even makes the guidance in fibers even possible [16]), its absolute impact is low enough to be neglected for the calculation of the pulse propagation. On the other hand, the waveguide dispersion is strongly dependent on the structure of the waveguide. However, for the high-power amplifiers with large core diameters considered in this work, it is in general negligible compared to the material dispersion.

Another way to apply dispersion is to use a setup comprising multiple optical diffraction gratings (or multiple passes of the pulses over one grating) that turns the angular dispersion of one grating into a temporal delay. These systems allow for dispersion coefficients many orders of magnitude above the material dispersion values and are the basis for the chirped-pulse-amplification (CPA) [23] concept, which will be described in section 2.4.

### 2.2.2. Nonlinear effects

The chromatic dispersion is a wavelength dependent linear effect that occurs independently from the temporal pulse profile, there are also nonlinear effects that exhibit such dependence. The reason for this is that the electric field of the laser pulses induces a polarization $\vec{P}$ in the material, which has a nonlinear response to it [16]:

$$\vec{P} = \epsilon_0 \sum_i \chi^{(i)} (\vec{E})^i$$  (2.10)
where $\epsilon_0$ is the vacuum permittivity and $\chi^{(i)}$ are the $i$-th order susceptibility tensors. The first nonlinear contribution is the second-order term, however, it is only non-zero for media without inversion symmetry. Hence, for materials such as fused silica, the third-order term is the first one leading to non-linear effects. Due to the dependence on the electric field amplitude to the third power, these effects are strongly dependent on its strength and, therefore, on the temporal pulse form of the pulse. This leads to the definition of a second term of the refractive index called the nonlinear coefficient $n_2$:

$$n(\omega) = n_0(\omega) + n_2 I$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)$$

with the optical intensity $I$. The value of $n_2$ has been measured for different wavelengths in numerous experiments. For a wavelength of 1030 nm, a value of about $2.7 \cdot 10^{-16} \text{cm}^2/\text{W}$ could be determined [24]. This term leads to a time-dependent phase shift called self-phase modulation (SPM). Depending on the system, SPM can have an unwanted impact on the pulse such as the amplification of temporal side pulses and the degradation of the pulse quality [25], but it can also be exploited for nonlinear pulse compression (see section 4.6). To estimate the strength of SPM during the amplification process the B-integral can be introduced:

$$B = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda_0} \int_0^L n_2 \frac{P_{\text{max}}(z)}{A_{\text{eff}}} dz$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)$$

with $P_{\text{max}}(z)$ being the peak power of the pulse depending on the position $z$ in the fiber. $A_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective area of the beam with the following definition using the spatial intensity profile $T(x, y)$:

$$A_{\text{eff}} = \left( \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx dy T^2(x, y) \right)^2 \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx dy (T^2(x, y))}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx dy (T^2(x, y))}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)$$

Additionally, it is part of the $\gamma$-factor that is often introduced to calculate the B-integral:

$$\gamma = \frac{n_2 \omega_0}{c A_{\text{eff}}} \Rightarrow B = \gamma \int_0^L P_{\text{max}}(z) dz$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)$$
2.2.3. Pulse-propagation equation

In order to describe the pulse propagation, the occurring effects have to be combined into a single equation. This results in the so-called nonlinear Schrödinger equation [16]:

\[
\frac{\partial A}{\partial z} + \beta_1 \frac{\partial A}{\partial t} + \sum_{n=2} \frac{i^n}{n!} \beta_n \frac{\partial^n A}{\partial t^n} + \frac{\alpha}{2} A = i \gamma |A|^2 A
\] (2.15)

with the slowly varying field amplitude \( A(t, z) \) normalized to the optical power. Additionally, the absorption coefficient \( \alpha \) has been added to model a simple exponential amplification model with a negative value for \( \alpha \). Due to the nature of the equation, the use of an analytical solution is restricted to cases where either the dispersion or SPM can be neglected. Otherwise, a numerical model should be employed. The most popular one is the so-called Fourier-split-step approach [16]. In this case, the propagation is split into small steps along the active medium. For every one of those steps, the SPM phase caused by the corresponding term in equation 2.15 is calculated and applied to the amplitude function \( A(t, z) \). Then, a Fourier transformation is executed that results in the spectral amplitude function \( \tilde{A}(\omega, z) \). In the spectral domain, the phase caused by dispersion can easily be applied, followed by an inverse Fourier transformation back to the time domain. This Fourier-split-step approach can be implemented in a simulation software and it will be used for some of the simulations in this thesis. It should be noted that the step size for the propagation has to be chosen small enough to reduce numerical errors, but not too small to avoid an unnecessary long simulation time. Even though equation 2.15 is sufficient to describe most propagation effects in fibers, in some cases (e.g. for very short pulses), some higher-order nonlinear effects have to be added [16]:

\[
\frac{\partial A}{\partial z} + \beta_1 \frac{\partial A}{\partial t} + \sum_{n=2} \frac{i^n}{n!} \beta_n \frac{\partial^n A}{\partial t^n} + \frac{\alpha}{2} A = i \gamma |A|^2 A - a_1 \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (|A|^2 A) - a_2 A \frac{\partial |A|^2}{\partial t}
\] (2.16)

with the parameters \( a_1 = \gamma/\omega_0 \) and \( a_2 = i \gamma T_R \), where \( T_R \) is related to the slope of the Raman gain. Especially the self-steepening term has a non-negligible contribution in nonlinear pulse compression (see section 4.6).
2.2.4. Propagation of strongly stretched pulses

As described in subsection 2.2.3, calculating the propagation of an ultrashort pulse using the Fourier-split-step approach results in continuous switching between the time and spectral domains. However, if the pulse is already strongly stretched, it is possible to apply both the effect of dispersion and SPM in frequency domain [26]. This requires a pointwise mapping between the pulse in time and spectral domain that does not significantly change during propagation. This can be seen in figure 2.1, where the spectrum of a 200 fs pulse with a central wavelength of 1030 nm is filtered with a Gaussian spectral filter of 0.5 nm bandwidth at different spectral positions. In the transform-limited case, the temporal form of the filtered pulse does not depend on the spectral filter position. Hence, all spectral components exist at all points of the pulse in the time domain. However, in the case of a chirped pulse (the 200 fs pulse being stretched to 3 ps using second-order positive dispersion), the temporal form and position does depend on the filter position. In such a case, the spectral amplitude $\tilde{A}(\omega, L)$ after a propagation distance $L$ can be written as [26]:

$$\tilde{A}(\omega, L) = \tilde{A}_0(\omega) \exp \left[ i \left( \phi_0(\omega) + \frac{1}{2} \beta_2 L (\omega - \omega_0)^2 + Bs(\omega - \omega_0) \right) \right]$$ (2.17)

with $\phi_0(\omega)$ being the initial spectral phase of the strongly stretched pulse, $B$ the B-integral and $s(\omega)$ represents the normalized spectral intensity profile. It should be noted that the equation only includes the term for second order dispersion, but the other order terms can easily be added.
2.3. Architectures for the amplification of ultrashort pulses to high average powers

The generation of ultrashort laser pulses started in the 1970s by using dye lasers [27]. With the adoption of the CPA concept and the move to solid-state laser materials [23], their performance could be increased by multiple orders of magnitude. Today, laser systems can emit pulses with peak powers of more than 1 PW [3]. However, the repetition rates of these systems are limited to the Hz-level, resulting in an average power of just a few Watts. This average-power limitation is mostly caused by thermal effects inside the laser material. Due to the quantum defect caused by the energy mismatch between the signal and the pump photons, the quantum efficiency for the laser process, and additional effects such as absorption, heat is generated in the material. In combination with the thermo-optical effect, this heat leads to a change of the transversal refractive index profile [20] and, therefore, to a deformation of the beam profile. To improve the thermal properties of the amplifiers, new geometries of the active medium have been developed over the past decades. The most common are the fiber, the thin disk and the slab. In figure 2.2, they are compared to the standard bulk geometry. What all these advanced laser geometries have in common is that they increase the surface-to-active-volume ratio for a better heat dissipation. Additionally, in the case of a fiber laser (figure 2.2b)), the signal light is guided by either a difference of the refractive index between the inner part (the core) and the outer part (the cladding) [18] or by other techniques [28, 29].
This guiding mechanism makes the fiber laser very robust against thermal influences, but not completely immune which will be shown in section 2.5. Another possibility is to use a thin disk (figure 2.2c) as the laser material and to cool it from the backside, thus reducing the transversal thermal gradient. Finally, the signal can also propagate in a thin slab that is cooled from two sides (figure 2.2d). This reduces the thermal gradient in one transversal dimension. In a variant of this design the beam follows an additional zig-zag path in the medium to nearly cancel out thermal effects in the other transversal dimension. With all of these advanced architectures, average powers in the kW-level when amplifying ultrashort pulses have been demonstrated [4–6]. However, the pulse energy and peak power of these systems is still orders of magnitude below state-of-the-art bulk lasers and improving their performance of this aspect is a major point of research. When keeping the repetition rate constant this will also result in even higher average powers. Therefore, for future laser systems, both values have to be improved. In the following, the focus will be set on fiber amplifiers because they are a good basis for the coherent combination concept introduced in this thesis. However, as already mentioned, the considerations can also be applied in a similar way to other laser architectures as well.

2.3.1. Ytterbium-doped fiber amplifiers

Optical fibers have been used for light transportation for a few decades, which has revolutionized the telecom industry. Therefore, it seems natural to employ fibers as a waveguide for the amplification of light, which was first demonstrated in 1964 [30]. Since then the development of the fiber itself, together with semiconductor-based pump sources, has continued relentlessly. Today, ytterbium-doped glass is the material of choice for most high-power fiber amplifiers for short pulses since it provides a broad emission bandwidth of 100 nm around 1030 nm and two strong absorption peaks around 915 nm and 976 nm [31] (which can easily be exploited by pumping ytterbium-doped fibers with commercially available high-power semiconductor pump diodes). Additionally, the quantum defect due to the mismatch of the pump- and signal-wavelength is comparably small. Besides the material, the structure of the fiber also influences the performance of the system. Here, so-called double-clad fiber designs will be considered. These possess a waveguide for the pump light that is larger than the signal core. Hence, low brightness pump diodes with higher average powers can be used and coupled in this pump core. This way the fiber acts as a brightness converter. The guiding mechanism
Figure 2.3.: Schematic structure of three different fiber designs: a) step-index fiber b) step-index-like photonic-crystal fiber c) large-pitch fiber

in the signal core and for the pump widely differs between different fiber designs. In figure 2.3, some commonly used designs are shown. The simplest one is the step-index fiber (figure 2.3a)), which consists of a core with a refractive index \( n_{\text{core}} \) higher than the surrounding refractive index of the cladding \( n_{\text{cladding}} \). This refractive index difference leads to the existence of one or more optical transverse modes that are guided in the signal core [18]. In this context, the so-called V-parameter plays an important role. It is defined as:

\[
V = k_0 a \sqrt{n_{\text{core}}^2 - n_{\text{cladding}}^2}
\] (2.18)

with the free-space wave-number \( k_0 \) and the radius \( a \) of the core. If the condition \( 0 < V < 2.4048 \) is fulfilled, the fiber will only guide one nearly-gaussian mode with a specific mode-field diameter (MFD = \( \sqrt{A_{\text{eff}}/\pi} \) [29]), which is the preferred operation regime for most applications. In order to obtain higher pulse energies and peak powers, larger core sizes are desirable (see subsection 2.4). However, this means that the refractive index difference between core and cladding has to be reduced when the core radius increases. Due to production tolerances, single mode operation for step-index fibers is limited to core diameters of about 15 µm for wavelengths around 1 µm [29]. This can be achieved with photonic-crystal fibers (PCFs) [19] (figure 2.3b)). In these fibers the signal core is surrounded by multiple rings of microscopic air holes. These holes are small enough to consider the structured material as homogeneous with an effective refractive index that is lower than the bulk material. This way, the guiding mechanism can be considered to be similar to that of a step-index fiber, but with a better controllable refractive index difference. Therefore, larger core sizes can be realized while maintaining single-mode operation. On the other hand, it is possible to increase the core size even further when the guidance of a few higher-order modes is accepted, but only the
fundamental mode is selectively excited and amplified. Alternatively, a photonic band gap structure can be added [32].

Besides the strict definition of single-modedness, meaning that only one mathematical solution for a guided mode exists, the term effective single-mode operation has been established. The definition for effective single-mode operation used here is refers to a suppression of the amplification for higher-order modes compared to that experienced by the fundamental mode. For example, if a double-clad fiber is considered, then the modes guided by the second cladding also have to be taken into account. Even though the signal core might only guide one mode in the strict sense, the total fiber can also guide the higher-order modes effectively. However, the overlap with the doped signal core is drastically reduced in this case, resulting in a lower amplification and a supression of these higher-order modes at the output. The same concept can be applied by having a signal core guiding multiple modes but is is possible to preferably amplify the fundamental mode by introducing a selective doping of certain regions in the signal core [33].

Another design that suppresses the amplification of higher-order modes is the large-pitch fiber (LPF) [29], shown in figure 2.4 c). As the name suggests, in this design the pitch of the air-holes and their diameter are a lot larger than in a standard PCF, and, therefore, an effective refractive index can no longer be assumed. Instead, the fiber works by delocalizing the higher-order modes from the core region [29], resulting in a preferred excitation and amplification of the fundamental mode. The experiments in section 6.3 employ this type of fiber because it provides large core diameters of up to 80 µm while maintaining a nearly constant fundamental mode profile over the whole average-power range. Even though it is theoretically possible to go to larger core diameters, so-called avoided crossings [29] lead to disturbances of the fundamental mode at different average-power levels, therefore, making the handling of such fibers more difficult.

To estimate the beam quality of the output of a fiber, the $M^2$ value is introduced, which has a minimum value of 1 for a pure Gaussian beam [20] and can easily be experimentally determined [34]. The closer the value is to 1, the better the beam quality is considered to be. Most effectively single mode fibers with large core diameters achieve an $M^2$ value better than 1.4 [35,36].
2.4. Limitations of the peak power and pulse energy

The peak power $P_0$ and the pulse energy $E_{\text{pulse}}$ are two parameters of an ultrashort laser pulse related by the following formula:

$$E_{\text{pulse}} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt P(t) = P_0 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt \left( \frac{P(t)}{P_0} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.19)

As can be deducted from it, by changing the pulse duration for a fixed pulse form, the factor between both parameters can be altered. Therefore, on the one hand it is beneficial to generate a pulse as short as possible to achieve a high peak power for a given pulse energy. On the other hand, if the pulse duration is prolonged, it also allows for an intentional reduction of the peak power to avoid related detrimental effects. This is utilized in the chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) concept [23]. Hereby, the pulse is first stretched in time using chromatic dispersion, then amplified and finally recompressed. Diffraction gratings are often employed to achieve a large chromatic dispersion. Although in theory this allows for a reduction of the peak-power to a value only limited by the average power, the size of the diffraction gratings employed in the compression stage [37] limit the achievable temporal stretching. The maximum stretched pulse duration $\tau_{\text{max}}$ using a grating with the grating constant $d$ and the dimension orthogonal to the grating grooves $D$ can be estimated as (for the derivation see appendix A):

$$\tau_{\text{max}} \approx \frac{4\pi D}{d\omega_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.20)

Hence, for applicable grating sizes of less than 1 m, the stretched pulse duration is limited to a few nanoseconds and both pulse-energy and peak-power limitations have to be considered for fiber amplifiers. The following list shows some aspects to be considered:

- The maximum energy that can be extracted from a fiber
- Damages related to self-focusing of the signal beam
- Limitations due to the B-integral
- Damages at the surface of the fiber

In the following subsections, these aspects will be investigated in detail.
2.4.1. Extractable energy

The maximum limit for the extractable energy is determined by the total number of active ions $N_{\text{ions}}$ in the signal core. However, the maximum fraction that can be inverted is given by:

$$f_{\text{max}} = \frac{\sigma_{12}^{(p)}}{\sigma_{12}^{(p)} + \sigma_{21}^{(p)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.21)

with $\sigma_{12}^{(p)}$ and $\sigma_{21}^{(p)}$ being the effective cross-sections for absorption and emission of the pump at frequency $\nu_p$, respectively. The minimum fraction that has to be inverted (i.e. the transparency-inversion) to avoid absorption of the signal at frequency $\nu_s$ is given by:

$$f_{\text{min}} = \frac{\sigma_{12}^{(s)}}{\sigma_{12}^{(s)} + \sigma_{21}^{(s)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

with $\sigma_{12}^{(s)}$ and $\sigma_{21}^{(s)}$ being the respective absorption and emission cross-sections for the signal. Therefore, the maximum energy that can be stored and becomes available in the fiber at the signal wavelength is $E_{\text{max}} = N_{\text{ions}}(f_{\text{max}} - f_{\text{min}})h\nu_s$. However, actually extracting all of this energy requires an input signal of infinite energy. This can be seen by investigating the Frantz-Nodvick equation [38,39]:

$$J_{\text{out}} = J_{\text{sat}} \ln \left( \exp \left[ g_0 \right] \left[ \exp \left[ \frac{J_{\text{in}}}{J_{\text{sat}}} - 1 \right] + 1 \right] \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.23)

with $J_{\text{in}}$, $J_{\text{out}}$ and $J_{\text{sat}}$ being the input, output and saturation fluences and $g_0$ is the small-signal gain coefficient. It should be noted that this formula is only valid for a four-level laser system but other systems behave similarly in this regard. Introducing the stored pump fluence $J_{\text{sto}} = g_0 J_{\text{sat}}$ [40] and the extraction efficiency $\frac{J_{\text{out}} - J_{\text{in}}}{J_{\text{sto}}}$, it can be deducted from equation 2.23 that in order to maximize the extraction efficiency, $J_{\text{in}} \to \infty$ has to be assumed. However, this would result in a gain $G = \frac{J_{\text{out}}}{J_{\text{in}}} \to 1$. Therefore, for a realistic setup with $J_{\text{out}} \gg J_{\text{in}}$, only a fraction of the extractable energy can actually be transferred into the signal pulse. For example, if the stored energy in a fiber is 15 mJ and the saturation energy is 1.3 mJ, only about 12 mJ can be extracted if a gain of 20 dB should be maintained.
2.4.2. Self-focusing

The impact of nonlinear effects on the temporal pulse profile were discussed in subsection 2.2.2. However, the intensity-related refractive-index change (equation 2.11) can also be observed in the spatial domain while the pulse propagates through a medium. If a Gaussian-shaped intensity profile of the beam is assumed, this results in a Gaussian-shaped refractive index profile that corresponds to a focusing lens. At a certain point, this self-focusing overcomes the guiding mechanism of the fiber and leads to a collapse of the beam. The resulting extremely high intensity may cause the destruction of the material [41]. The threshold value for this to occur is at a certain critical power $P_{cr}$, which is independent from the beam size and given by:

$$P_{cr}(\omega) = \alpha \frac{c_0^2 a_n}{\omega n(\omega)n_2}$$

(2.24)

where $\alpha$ is a constant with a value of about 1.83 [42]. This value is valid for propagating in bulk material and in fibers and limits the peak power in fused silica to $P_{cr} \sim 4$ MW for linearly polarized light and $P_{cr} \sim 6$ MW for circularly polarized light [43].

2.4.3. B-integral

The B-integral was introduced as a simple way to estimate the impact of SPM on a laser pulse during propagation in equation 2.12 and on strongly stretched pulses in equation 2.17. If a pulse with a Gaussian spectrum is considered, then the resulting self-imposed phase will also be Gaussian, thus possessing higher-order phase terms. A standard grating compressor does not create a Gaussian-shaped phase and, therefore, it is not possible to completely compensate for this phase, which results in a residual phase profile. In figure 2.4, the impact of different accumulated B-integrals on a pulse starting with a Gaussian spectrum and transform-limited pulse duration of 200fs is shown. It is assumed that the pulse is strongly stretched (i.e. it is considered to be in the CPA regime) when the nonlinear effects are applied. Additionally, only the second order term of the SPM phase is compensated for. This can be realized in an experiment by slightly changing the distance between the compressor gratings. As can be seen in the figure, the residual phase shifts some amount of the energy of the main pulse into side pulses. Hence, the peak power of the main pulse is reduced. It should be mentioned that the effect is even stronger for pulses with spectra that are not smooth (i.e. show ripples) [25].
Various mitigation strategies have been developed to counteract this effect. This includes pre-shaping the spectral intensity profile [44] or the spectral phase profile [45]. In the later case, the corresponding compensating phase can be determined with an iterative algorithm [46]. Even though this technique can be successfully applied in fiber CPA systems (see chapter 6), the B-integral still cannot be ignored. The reason is the limited dynamic range and spectral resolution of available shaping elements such as spatial light modulators (SLM). For phase profiles with very large phase amplitudes this leads to phase jumps between adjacent pixels of the SPM, resulting in diffraction of the beam which finally manifests itself as a loss of power at those wavelengths. Additionally, these introduced spectral modulations reduce the quality of the output pulse. Hence, even with phase shaping, the B-integral value still has to be kept below a value of about 10 rad to completely compensate the spectral phase.

2.4.4. Surface damage

Besides the already discussed limitations of the pulse energy and peak power while propagating through a fiber, physical damages can also occur at end facets of the fiber when the laser pulse enters or leaves them. Due to the higher power levels after amplification, the damage will mostly occur at the output side. The value of the damage threshold of a material at a surface is generally lower than that of the bulk material. This is caused by scratches and defects at the surface that lead to an enhancement of the electric field at these points [47]. Since this value depends on a large number of parameters, the measured damage thresholds can vary. However, there is an empirical formula to estimate
the damage fluence for fused silica at an operation wavelength of 1064 nm and for pulse durations $\tau$ above 20 ps (which is a valid assumption for high-power fiber-CPA systems) [48]:

$$J_{th} = (22...25) \cdot 10^4 \left( \frac{\tau}{\text{ns}} \right)^{0.4} \frac{\text{J}}{\text{m}^2}$$ (2.25)

The pulse duration $\tau$ is given in ns here. One way to circumvent these issues is to splice fused-silica endcaps at the end of the fiber (see figure 2.5). In this case, the beam expands due to divergence before it reaches the surface, resulting in a lower fluence at the output. It should be noted that the length of the endcap is limited by its radius, i.e. clipping of the output beam at the endcap has to be avoided.

### 2.4.5. Comparison of the different limitations

In figure 2.6, the previously described effects are compared as a function of the MFD in the fiber. A fiber length of 1 m, a dopant concentration of $3.25 \cdot 10^{25} \text{ ions/m}^3$, a wavelength of 1030 nm, a gain of 20 dB and a stretched pulse duration of 2 ns have been assumed, making it comparable to the experiments (see section 6.3) and the pulse duration is already in the upper range for typical stretchers used in such systems. Additionally, circular polarization was employed, which increases the thresholds for self-focusing and reduces the B-integral by a factor of 1.5 [43] compared to linearly polarized light. As can be seen in figure 2.6, the strongest limitation is caused by surface damage. However, this effect can be strongly mitigated for smaller diameters by splicing endcaps to the fiber (in the calculation a length of 5 mm was assumed). Therefore, for MFDs smaller than 80 $\mu$m the allowed B-integral of 10 rad limits the maximum pulse energy. For even larger fibers, the pulse energy has to be kept below 3 mJ to avoid surface damage. In this case,
the use of longer endcaps will be beneficial until the damage of the bulk material itself is reached [49]. The extractable energy is not the limiting factor, confirmed by the fact that the maximum extracted energy from a large-pitch fiber in Q-switched operation [50] is about an order of magnitude larger than for stretched femtosecond pulses [15].

2.5. Limitations of the average power

Fiber amplifiers are widely known for achieving high average powers due to the intrinsic advantages described in section 2.3. However, the generated heat in the core can still have detrimental effects ranging from a shrinking of the guided fundamental mode [51] to mode-instabilities [7–9] that limit the maximum average power. The first effect can be neglected for small core sizes [52], but becomes more important for larger core diameters due to the decreasing influence of the waveguide on the propagation (i.e. weaker guidance). For example, the output MFD of a fiber can shrink from 79 µm at low average-power levels to 62 µm at 100 W, which is a decrease of over 20% [51]. Therefore, this effect has to be considered in calculations of the maximum pulse energy and peak power. Alternatively, this effect can also be exploited to achieve mode guiding in an otherwise non-guiding fiber [53].

The more fundamental thermal limitation are mode instabilities, that were first experimentally observed in 2010 [4]. This effect leads to a threshold-like degradation of the
output beam that suddenly changes from the fundamental mode to a superposition of multiple modes once that a certain average power has been reached. The behavior is time dependent, i.e. an oscillation between different superpositions of modes can be observed [8]. Hence, the measured beam-quality value (determined by the \( M^2 \) value) is reduced drastically above the threshold. The physical origin of mode instabilities have been a major research topic in the last years. Currently, the best explanation for the root cause of this effect is based on the mismatch of the propagation velocity of different modes in the fiber, which leads to an interference pattern between the fundamental mode and residual higher-order modes being generated along the fiber. Thereby regions where the modes interfere constructively will lead to a larger depletion of the inversion and vice versa. Therefore, the interference pattern is mapped into the inversion pattern in the fiber, which results in a periodic thermal pattern and, ultimately, due to the thermo-optical effect in a periodic refractive-index pattern. This refractive-index profile is basically a grating along the fiber with the same grating period as the interference pattern of the modes. Assuming an additional phase shift between the grating and the interference pattern of the modes, energy can be transferred from the fundamental mode into a higher-order mode [7]. This again changes the structure of the interference pattern, allowing for the process to be reversed so that at a certain point in time the output beam will be again dominated by the fundamental mode. Due to the thermal processes involved, oscillation frequencies between the different states in the kHz range can be observed.

2.6. Performance development of femtosecond fiber laser systems

Over the last decades, the performance of femtosecond fiber laser systems has improved tremendously [7] mainly driven by the development of new fiber designs and the availability of high-power semiconductor diodes [54] delivering multi-kW average powers. In figure 2.7 a) and b), respectively, the evolution of the record pulse-energy and average-power values are depicted over the last years. As can be seen, a nearly exponential growth has been sustained for 20 years. At the time of writing this thesis, the record values were 830 W average power [4] and 2.2 mJ pulse energy [15], which were reached in 2010 and 2011, respectively. However, in the last years no new record values have been reported. Most of the limitations related to the pulse energy and peak power have been described
in section 2.4. In fact, it was theoretically estimated that the maximum peak power for fibers with an MFD of about 80 µm should be in the range of 10 GW [64]. Further increases would require even larger MFDs that are difficult to achieve while maintaining single-mode operation. Additionally, the mode-shrinking effect at high average powers becomes more distinct for larger core diameters, thus mitigating the advantages of these larger cores. Another possibility would be to increase the stretched pulse duration by using even larger gratings in the stretcher and compressor. Tiled gratings might be a way to overcome production issues [65]. However, the footprint of the laser system would also increase drastically in this case, therefore, making this approach less viable for table-top systems. For a long time, the average power of femtosecond fiber-laser systems was limited by the available pump power. Today, this is no longer the case for fibers with large core diameters (and, therefore, large pump-cladding diameters allowing for pump diodes with lower brightness).

The main reason for the slow progress in increasing the average power in the last years has been the onset of mode instabilities (see section 2.5). In fact, it has already been shown that average powers of 2 kW from a large-pitch fiber are achievable [66], but no longer in single-mode operation due to this effect. Some active and passive mitigation strategies have been developed [67, 68] and work has been started on producing crystal fibers [69] that consist of materials such as YAG with better thermal conductivity compared to fused silica. But especially the latter technology is still in the very early stages of development. Still, these approaches might allow for further increases of the average power in the future. To achieve higher performance values today, the coherent
combination of multiple amplifiers is of major interest, and it will extensively be covered in the next chapters of this thesis.
3. Combination of ultrashort pulses

3.1. Basic concept

In chapter 2, the massive progress achieved in the development of fiber laser systems emitting ultrashort pulses over the last decades has been described. However, different physical and technological limitations that make future performance improvements challenging have also been presented. Therefore, it is necessary to think about alternative approaches that might allow increasing the pulse energy, peak power and average power of such systems even further. One of these approaches is the combination of multiple ultrashort pulses. Basically, this means that the outputs of more or less independent systems (often called channels) are added together. The field of laser-pulse combination itself, or even more generally, the combination of lasers, comprises a variety of different techniques. One of the first demonstrations of coherent laser combination was the internal coupling of two semiconductor oscillators [70]. Since then, this concept has been extended to the external combination of the outputs from multiple lasers [71] and, finally, to the combination of fiber amplifiers [72]. While these experiments used continuous-wave lasers, recently the combination of ultrashort pulses from fiber amplifiers was demonstrated [73, 74] as well.

In this chapter the variety of possibilities for ultrashort-pulse combination will be explored and classified. This ranges from spectral combination and non-spectral combination to splitting and combination elements for the beams.

3.1.1. Phase-sensitive and non-phase-sensitive combination

In this thesis, the first classification of laser combination techniques that will be made is in phase-sensitive and non-phase-sensitive combination. The difference between both methods lays in the impact that phase fluctuations between the pulses (or the beams themselves in the case of continuous-wave operation (CW)) have on the output of the
system. In the non-phase-sensitive case, occurring phase fluctuations either have no impact or it is small enough to be ignored. For this, the term incoherent combination is sometimes used in this context.

The first example of this type of techniques places multiple laser beams side-by-side without any spatial overlap in the near- and far-field and without any control of the relative phase between them [75], as shown in figure 3.1 a). This is a useful concept if the reduction of beam quality compared to a single emitter is acceptable and no requirement exists on the temporal properties of the beam. The next possibility, illustrated in figure 3.1 b), is to use a polarization-dependent beam combiner to combine beams polarized in orthogonal directions. In this case the combined beam can have a beam quality comparable to that of the two incident beams. However, due to the absence of phase control, the polarization state of the combined beam is undetermined and, therefore, this combination step can only be done once. Finally, as shown in figure 3.1 c), it is possible to employ a diffraction grating to combine beams with multiple spectrally separated components [75]. If the spectral bandwidth of each beam is narrow, the inter-beam angular chirp resulting from the grating can also be reasonably low, which allows achieving a good beam quality. By adding a second grating creating an angular pre-chirp, the angular chirp after combination can be reduced to extend this concept to support a higher spectral density and broader bandwidths [76]. It should be noted that even if every incident beam is CW, the multiple spectral components will result in an output beam with temporal fluctuations. Due to the presence of phase fluctuations, the temporal profile of the beam will not be stable but change over time. Therefore, the application has to be insensitive to this effect.

Figure 3.1.: Different non-phase-sensitive combination techniques: a) Side-by-side placement of the amplifiers, b) polarization combination of two linearly polarized beams into an output beam with undetermined polarization state and c) combination of multiple spectrally separated, narrow-bandwidth beams.
For the combination of ultrashort pulses, a stable temporal profile of the combined pulse is certainly of capital importance. Additionally, a loss of beam quality is also not acceptable for most applications. Therefore, only phase-sensitive methods will be considered in this thesis. In this field, distinctions between spectral combination and non-spectral combination can be made, as well as between spatial and temporal combination.

3.1.2. Spectral combination and non-spectral (or coherent) combination

The next classification that can be done is to distinguish between the spectral and the non-spectral combination of laser pulses. In the first case, the spectral intensity profiles of the pulses are clearly separated. In the second case there is at least some spectral overlap or, in most cases, the spectral intensity profiles are nearly identical. This distinction is supported by the time delay $\tau$ dependent mutual coherence function for two pulses with the electric fields $E_1(z = 0, t)$ and $E_2(z = 0, t)$ that is defined as [77]:

$$\Gamma_{12}(\tau) = \langle E_1^*(t)E_2(t + \tau) \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

Here, it was assumed that the pulses possess the same polarization and beam profile. If the spectral amplitudes and phase profiles $\tilde{E}_0(\omega)$ of both pulses are assumed to be equal (except for a spectral phase due to the time difference $\tau$), the coherence function can easily be calculated as:

$$\Gamma_{12}(\tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega |\tilde{E}_0(\omega)|^2 \exp[i\omega\tau]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

Depending on the value of $\tau$ this integral certainly leads to non-zero results. Therefore, the term coherent combination has been established for phase-sensitive non-spectral combination. However, if it is assumed that the spectra of the pulses ($\tilde{E}_1(\omega)$ and $\tilde{E}_2(\omega)$) are different, the coherence function is:

$$\Gamma_{12}(\tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega \tilde{E}_1^*(\omega)\tilde{E}_2(\omega) \exp[i\omega\tau]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

---

1Because only a single pulse is considered here and not a pulse train, the definition $\langle f(t) \rangle = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dt f(t)$ is applied instead of the standard time average definition $\langle f(t) \rangle = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{1}{T} \int_{-T}^{T} dt f(t)$.  
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Figure 3.2.: Comparison of the resulting pulse intensity profiles for the combination using the spectral combination technique (blue) and non-spectral (or coherent) combination technique (red) with different delays between the pulses.

Hence, if both spectra are completely spectrally separated, $\Gamma_{12}(\tau)$ becomes zero. This case is referred to as spectral combination. The difference between both cases can also be demonstrated by the following example. Figure 3.2 shows the combination of two 200 fs pulses applying either coherent combination (red) or spectral combination (blue). In the first case, the spectral pulse profiles are identical, while in the second case the spectrum of the second pulse was additionally shifted from 1030 nm to 1060 nm, which is a large enough shift to avoid any spectral overlap. Then, an additional time delay is applied to the second pulse. A 50:50 ideal intensity combiner (see subsection 3.2.3) was employed for the case of coherent combination case and a dichroic combiner for the case of spectral combination. As can be seen from the figure, for coherent combination the pulse energy changes from constructive interference (for 0 and $\lambda$ delays) to destructive interference (for a delay of $\lambda/2$). This pattern will be repeated for $N \cdot \lambda$ and $(N + \frac{1}{2}) \cdot \lambda$, with $N \in \mathbb{Z}$. However, the contrast between the maximum and minimum will decrease (see subsection 4.2). In the case of zero delay, the energy and peak power of the pulse is the sum of both pulses. In the case of spectral combination, the combined pulse energy
does not change with the delay and the term $\Gamma_{12}(\tau)$ is always zero, but the temporal pulse form does change drastically. Due to the enhancement of the spectral bandwidth in this case, the combined pulses possess a short feature at the center and the peak power of this feature can be larger than the obtained peak power in the coherent combination case. Because of the spectral gap between the individual pulses, some side pulses appear in the combined pulse.

In summary, this demonstrates that both concepts can be employed to generate a combined pulse. In the case of coherent combination, all of the energy can be shifted into one pulse if the individual pulses possess identical spectral intensity and phase profile. In the case of spectral combination, an additional enhancement of the peak power can be generated. In both cases, the temporal control of the delay is extremely important so that both concepts fall under the term phase-sensitive combination. This will be investigated this in detail for ultrashort pulses in subsection 4.2.

Both concepts are applicable for ultrashort pulses emitted by laser systems. However, because a spectral separation of the pulses is required, the supported bandwidth of the system (gain medium, stretcher, compressor, etc...) will limit the number of individual pulses that can be combined with spectral combination. Therefore, as previously mentioned, this concept is very interesting for longer pulses (corresponding to narrower spectra) and CW operation. Nevertheless, there have been some demonstrations with ultrashort pulses coming from fibers that using this technique are able to counteract gain narrowing [78]. Additionally two broadened pulses have also been spectrally combined [79]. In the second example, the channels for each pulse were specifically optimized for a certain wavelength region by choosing the right nonlinear fibers to generate a combined pulse with just one optical cycle. If one also takes a look at other laser concepts, then this wavelength optimization can easily be applied to parametric amplifiers by choosing different crystals or just by tuning their angle [80]. However, for standard ultrashort-pulse fiber amplifiers, the limited gain bandwidth of this gain medium reduces the benefits of this approach. While the combination of amplifiers with different dopants (e.g. ytterbium and thulium) would be possible, a large spectral gap between the gain curves would detrimentally affect the pulse quality (similar to figure 3.2). Therefore, the following parts of the thesis will concentrate on the non-spectral (or coherent) combination of ultrashort pulses.
3.1.3. Spatial and temporal combination

Another distinction that can be made is between the spatial and temporal combination concepts. In the spatial case, the combined laser pulses were previously amplified in spatially separated amplifiers, on the other hand, in the temporal case, they were amplified by the same amplifier subsequently. In both cases the origin of the laser pulses can be from the same oscillator, which should then be followed by a splitting stage that separates them into multiple sub-pulses in the system. The other possibility is to generate the laser pulses independently by using different oscillators. In most scenarios, the first case is preferable because the sub-pulses will automatically be coherent to each other and incoherence can only be introduced between the splitting and combination stages. If an independent generation of the laser pulses is used (e.g. to get pulses at different wavelengths for spectral combination), then special care has to be taken to synchronize the pulses to each other. This synchronization can be realized, for example, passively by optically coupling different oscillators [81]. However, this has not be demonstrated for ultrashort pulses so far. In figure 3.3, two basic setups for spatial and temporal splitting and combination are shown. It should be noted that both approaches can be realized with coherent and spectral combination. However, CPA will be superior to using spectral combination in conjunction with temporal combination for most use cases because it can provide a decrease of the peak power by many orders of magnitude.

The main differences between the spatial and temporal combination schemes are found in the power-scaling possibilities and the way the pulses influence each other during amplification. In the case of spatial combination (figure 3.3 a)), the amplifiers are completely independent from each other. Therefore, every amplifier can be operated at
its highest pulse-energy, peak-power and average-power limit (see section 2.6). If one assumes \( N \) parallel amplifiers of the same type running at the same parameters, emitting equal pulses, then the pulse energy and peak power can also be increased by the same factor \( N \) for the case of perfect combination. If spectral combination is employed, though, then the combined peak power can be even higher than the sum of the individual pulse peak powers. Due to the constant repetition rate, this also results in an average-power increase by a factor \( N \). Hence, spatial combination is a power-scaling concept for the pulse energy, peak power and average power at the same time. This contrasts with the case of the temporal combination presented in figure 3.3b), which is also called divided-pulse amplification (DPA) [82]. In this approach the average power cannot be increased above the limit of the amplifier. However, some of the pulse-energy and peak-power limitations can be mitigated. If \( N \) equal temporal pulses are amplified instead a single one, then the peak power is reduced by the same factor. Therefore, limitations due to self-focusing and B-integral (subsections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3) can be mitigated. However, the extractable energy (see subsection 2.4.1) does not change and surface damages (subsection 2.4.4) do not scale linearly with the total duration of the pulse train, because the pulse train can be considered as a single long pulse. Therefore, an increase of the pulse energy by a factor of \( N \) cannot be assumed even in the best case. Additionally, the properties of the amplifier will change during the amplification process (e.g. its inversion will change) and, therefore, one amplified pulse will impact the amplification of subsequent pulses [83,84].

In summary, a lot of aspects have to be considered to estimate the scaling opportunities of temporal coherent combination. Still, it is a promising concept in combination with long endcaps (to increase the surface damage threshold) to access a larger fraction of the extractable energy for large signal core fibers (see figure 2.6).

Another concept that can be classified as temporal combination is the use of an external enhancement cavity. Generally, the number of pulses that can be combined is a lot larger than in the classical case of DPA with multiple cascaded splitting and combination elements. Therefore, the amplifiers can run in a continuous-pulsed operation mode, i.e. the stored energy is always restored to the same level inbetween two consecutively emitted pulses and the properties of the pulses are constant. With cavity enhancement, an oscillating pulse in the cavity can have an energy that is three orders of magnitude larger than the emitted pulses from the amplifier [85]. However, all experiments have to be realized inside the cavity itself and their impact on the intra-cavity pulse has to be kept low to avoid detrimental effects on the enhancement. One usual application of
these systems is the conversion of light to the XUV spectral region with high-harmonic generation, which has an extremely low conversion efficiency. For other applications, however, the pulse would have to be coupled out of the cavity. Work on this topic has already been started, but it is still in the early stages [86].

It should also be noted that neither coherent and spectral combination, nor spatial and temporal combination exclude each other. In fact, the use of the first two approaches has already been demonstrated in the CW regime [87], as well as the latter two in a proof-of-principle experiment for stretched femtosecond pulses [88].

3.2. Splitting and combination elements

In order to realize a combination of the pulses coming from the different channels as depicted in 3.3a), a combination of multiple beams is required. The same is true for the combination of multiple pulse replicas as depicted in 3.3b). In this section the different possibilities to realize the beam combination (and conversely the splitting of one beam into multiple ones) will be discussed.

3.2.1. Tiled-aperture and filled-aperture approaches

The first distinction that can be made is between systems that employ tiled-aperture and filled-aperture spatial combination. In the case of filled-aperture combination, the beams coming from different channels will be overlapped both in the near field and in the far field, as shown in figure 3.4a). In the example, two beams coming from two different fibers are first collimated and then combined using a polarization-dependent beamsplitter cube from subsection 3.2.3. If one assumes identical beam parameters (i.e. intensity and phase profiles), the combined beam will also possess the same parameters. Therefore, filled-aperture coherent combination basically allows building laser systems where the pulse and beam parameters are very close to those of a single channel, but with higher performance values. However, it also requires dedicated combination elements, which will be described in the next subsections. On the other hand, the tiled-aperture approach (figure 3.4b)) does not require any combination element at all. Instead, the output beams are placed next to each other, e.g. by placing the fibers adjacent to each other and by employing an array of lenses [89]. In the near field, the beams can be seen side-by-side as in the example for a 4x4 array, as shown in figure 3.4c). In this
Figure 3.4.: Schematic setup of a) filled-aperture combination and b) tiled-aperture combination. Intensity profile of the near field c) and far field d) of 16x 700 µm diameter beams that are coherently combined in a tiled-aperture configuration.

A beam diameter of 700 µm was assumed in combination with a pitch of 1 mm. Additionally, an aperture of 900 µm diameter for each beam was introduced to simulate the impact of the lenses, which reduces the total power by about 9%. Divergence will cause the beams to overlap after a certain propagation distance and create a combined beam profile through the coherent addition of their electric fields. Hence, this method does not work for spectral combination because no constructive interference for the central lobe can take place in this case. The final beam profile in the far field is shown in figure 3.4d). Even though most power seems to be concentrated in one central lobe, the gaps between the beams in the near field result in the generation of some side lobes. In this example the central lobe only contains about 43% of the power transmitted through the lenses. This can be increased to 50% when employing a hexagonal packing of the beams. A further increase would require a change from a Gaussian intensity profile to one closer to a flat-top profile, which is for example achievable by increasing the diameter of a Gaussian beam and using the aperture to cut the outer parts. However, in this case, more power would be lost at the apertures of the lenses, which would overcompensate the gains made by the higher combination efficiency. Another possibility is to choose a fiber with a fundamental mode closer to a flat-top intensity profile. The different efficiencies depending on the beam diameter are shown in figure 3.5 for the parameters described above. The previously assumed beam diameter of 700 µm already results in
the maximum total efficiency. Even when ignoring the losses at the aperture, only about 50% of the power is in the central lobe. Hence, while the tiled-aperture configuration has the advantage of not needing an element for the beam combination, it generally does not achieve a perfect beam combination. Therefore, the filled-aperture configuration will be preferable in most cases if the challenges for the combination element can be overcome. This will be investigated in the next subsections.

### 3.2.2. Polarization and non-polarization combination

Splitting and combination elements for filled-aperture coherent combination can be realized based on polarization sensitive and non-polarization sensitive techniques. For simplicity, these aspects will be discussed with the combination of two pulses. In the non-polarization case, the electric fields of two pulses \( \vec{E}_1(z,t) \) and \( \vec{E}_2(z,t) \) point in the same direction. If two identical pulses with a small relative delay between them (corresponding to a linear spectral phase) are assumed, then the energy of the combined pulse (e.g. created with a 50:50 intensity 2:1 combiner described in subsection 3.2.3) will change depending on the delay, as seen previously in figure 3.2. If a laser system running at a fixed repetition rate is considered, and therefore, an average power of the system can be defined, then the measurable average power of the output will also change. Of course, the remaining pulse energy and average power do not disappear, but they will appear at a different port of the combiner. In summary, for non-polarization combination, spectral phase differences between the pulses will be reflected in a change of the energy of the combined pulse and the corresponding average power of the combined
beam. This contrasts with the polarization combination technique. In this case the electric fields of the two pulses are orthogonal to each other. Hence, the mutual coherence function (equation 3.1) results in a value of zero and a change of delay will neither change the combined pulse energy nor the average power of the beam. But the polarization state of the combined pulse will change from linear for zero delay to elliptical polarization and then to circular polarization for a delay of $\lambda/4$ and back to linear polarization for a delay of $\lambda/2$. This pattern will repeat itself for larger delays, but due to the imperfect temporal overlap of the envelopes of the pulses, the contrast between the different polarization states will be reduced (see subsection 4.2). Adding an additional polarizer into the combined beam will project the electric field vector of the combined pulse to a direction given by the polarizer. Changes in the polarization state will then, therefore, be reflected again by pulse energy changes again.

3.2.3. 1:2 splitting elements

In general, any splitting element can also be used as a combination element. For clarity they will just be called splitting elements in the following subsections. The simplest implementation of the element is the 1:2 intensity beamsplitter. It consists of a substrate that is anti-reflection coated for the desired wavelength range on one side and has a certain reflectivity on the other one. In figure 3.6a), the combination of two beams with such an element is shown. In order to interfere, they need to be polarized in the same direction, in this example defined by the $p$-polarization vector $\vec{e}_p$. If a reflectivity $R$ is assumed (with a corresponding transmittivity of $T = 1 - R$), the combined intensity profile resulting from the transmitted pulse described by $\vec{E}_1(z,t) = \vec{e}_p E_1(z,t)$ and the reflected one $\vec{E}_2(z,t) = \vec{e}_p E_2(z,t)$ can be calculated as:

$$I_{comb} \sim \left| \sqrt{T} E_1(z,t) + \sqrt{R} E_2(z,t) \right|^2$$
$$= T |E_1(z,t)|^2 + R |E_2(z,t)|^2 + 2\sqrt{TR} \Re (E_1^*(z,t)E_2(z,t))$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

By changing the reflectivity $R$, the contrast between the maximum and the minimum of the combined intensity can be maximized depending on the electric fields of the two pulses. The remaining light will be ejected by the other output port of the beamsplitter. For identical pulses, a value of $R = 0.5$ (i.e. a 50:50 beamsplitter) will give the best result.
Using polarization-dependent beamsplitter elements, such as beamsplitter cubes (figure 3.6b)), on the other hand, seems to be a completely different method at first. However, it will be shown that the result is basically equivalent to equation 3.4. In contrast to the intensity beamsplitter, the electric fields of the incident pulses $\vec{E}_1(z, t) = \vec{e}_p E_1(z, t)$ and $\vec{E}_2(z, t) = \vec{e}_s E_2(z, t)$ ($\vec{e}_s$ is the s-polarization vector) have to be orthogonally polarized in this case. The polarization-dependent beamsplitter consists of two anti-reflection coated prisms with a polarization-dependent dielectric structure in between that reflects s-polarized light and transmits p-polarized light. Hence, the two incident pulses will be combined into a single beam with a variable polarization state (see the previous subsection). Alternatively, a thin-film polarizer can also be employed as a beamsplitter element. A thin-film-polarizer consists of a substrate, which is anti-reflection coated on one side and has a polarization-dependent coating on the other side. Compared to the beamsplitter cubes, the light propagates through less material, resulting in reduced thermal effects and less dispersion. However, the energy related damage threshold is generally lower. Now, if the combined beam is mostly linearly polarized, a $\lambda/2$ waveplate can be employed to rotate the polarization back to p-polarization or s-polarization (with some remaining energy in the other polarization direction). An additional beamsplitter acting as a polarizer then transmits only the p-polarized part of the beam, thus rejecting the
non-combining energy in the s-polarization. In order to calculate the electric field after the second polarizer, the beamsplitters and the waveplate, which is oriented at an angle of $\beta$, need to be defined using Jones matrices [90]. Assuming ideal elements, this results in the following matrices:

$$J_{\text{splitter}} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}, \quad J_{\lambda/2} = \begin{pmatrix} \cos(2\beta) & \sin(2\beta) \\ \sin(2\beta) & -\cos(2\beta) \end{pmatrix}, \quad J_{\text{polarizer}} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \quad (3.5)$$

This way, the electric field behind the final polarizer can then be calculated as:

$$\vec{E}_{\text{final}} = (\vec{e}_p, \vec{e}_s) J_{\text{polarizer}} J_{\lambda/2} J_{\text{splitter}} \begin{pmatrix} E_1(z, t) \\ E_2(z, t) \end{pmatrix}$$

$$= \vec{e}_p (E_1(z, t) \cos(2\beta) + E_2(z, t) \sin(2\beta)) \quad (3.6)$$

and, finally, the intensity is:

$$I_{\text{comb}} \sim \cos^2(2\beta) |E_1(z, t)|^2 + \sin^2(2\beta) |E_2(z, t)|^2$$

$$+ \cos(2\beta) \sin(2\beta) \Re(E_1^*(z, t) E_2(z, t)) \quad (3.7)$$

Please note that the free-space propagation between the components has been neglected. It is easy to see that this result is equal to equation 3.4 with $R = \cos^2(2\beta)$ and $T = \sin^2(2\beta)$. Hence, by rotating the waveplate, the setup can be adapted to the incident pulses, e.g. to their power ratio. These results, however, assume a perfect contrast of the beamsplitter. In reality, the non-diagonal elements of the matrix $J_{\text{splitter}}$ will not be zero and some power might be directed to a wrong output port of the beamsplitter. This effect is a source of power losses and leads to a reduction of the polarization contrast, which can cause additional losses further in the system (e.g. for additional combination steps).

### 3.2.4. 1:N splitting elements

In order for combining techniques to be a viable concept for the scaling of amplifier performance, the number of channels has to be scalable to a larger number. Hence, the splitting into $N$ beams and their combination back into one single beam has to be realizable. The simplest way to do so is using a cascaded setup of the 1:2 beamsplitters [91] described in the last subsection. In figure 3.7 a) the combination of four beams with
Figure 3.7.: a) Cascaded setup of three polarization-dependent beamsplitter cubes used to combine four beams, b) Schematic setup of the combination of multiple ultrashort pulses with a DOE.

A cascaded setup of polarization-dependent beamsplitter cubes is shown. In the upper left part of the figure, the first and second channel are combined into one beam. With a $\lambda/2$ waveplate, its polarization can be rotated to p-polarization as described in the previous subsection. Simultaneously in the lower left part of the figure, the third and fourth beam are also combined into one beam. However, the added waveplate is set in a such a way to result in an s-polarized beam. Subsequently, these two beams can be recombined with a third beamsplitter cube. Another waveplate could be added here to set the final beam polarization to the desired state. In fact, such a configuration has been employed in most of the experiments conducted in chapter 6. Of course, intensity beamsplitters could also be instead. However, the setup with polarization beamsplitters allows to emit all linearly polarized power of a certain incident beam the output by rotating the waveplates. Even though such a cascaded setup can be easily realized for a few channels, the number of components required will grow linearly with the channel count, i.e. for $N$ channels $N - 1$ elements are required. Additionally, in a setup as shown in figure 3.7 every beam has to pass through $\log_2(N)$ elements and, therefore, accumulates losses, e.g. due to reflections or imperfect polarization contrasts of the elements. Thus, dedicated 1:N splitting elements that avoid these shortcomings are of great interest.

One possibility is to employ a diffractive optical element (DOE) [92] that can split one incident beam into multiple replicas with the same power. Hereby, instead of using
a simple diffraction grating in a certain diffraction order to combine multiple wavelengths, as for the case of spectral combination [75], the different diffraction orders of the grating are employed to realize coherent combination. This technology was already demonstrated in 1986 [71] for the combination of diode lasers. Since then it has been expanded to the coherent combination of fiber lasers [93]. Recently, the combination of 15 fiber lasers in a 2D 3x5 configuration with a total power of 600 W was demonstrated [94]. The side-by-side placement of the beams is similar to the tiled-aperture combination but, due to the DOE, the occurring side lobes in the combined beam can be avoided. Hence, at least theoretically, a perfect combination into a single beam is possible. However, due to the diffractive nature of the DOE, this is only true for CW operation. When using ultrashort pulses with a broad spectral bandwidth, the DOE will cause an angular chirp. In figure 3.7b), this is shown for a 1:5 DOE. To understand the behavior easily, it is better to consider the splitting from one beam into five beams from right-to-left. Every diffraction order creates an angular chirp, which is different for each beams With a 4f-setup it is possible to create an equal angular chirp for every beam (except for the central one, which does not possess any angular chirp) by adapting the focal lengths of the lenses. This chirp can then be removed with additional gratings (that can be of the same type and used in the -1st and 1st diffraction orders) in every beam. Even though this setup would make the use of a DOE for ultrashort pulses possible, the component count would be roughly comparable to a cascaded setup of 1:2 beamsplitters.
4. Efficiency of the coherent combination process

In the previous chapter some of the basic principles of spatial coherent combination were discussed, including some possible splitting and combination elements. It was also discussed that, for \( N \) amplifiers operating at the same power level, an ideal improvement of the pulse energy and average power a factor \( N \) is theoretically achievable. However, this is only true if the spectral intensity and phase profiles of the pulses are identical (a difference of the absolute intensity can be handled by adapting the combination elements accordingly). The same holds true for the spatial intensity and phase profile of the corresponding beams. In real experimental conditions this is not achievable. Any length difference of the dispersive elements (e.g. the amplifiers themselves) or different strengths of the nonlinear effects will cause a difference of the spectral phase profiles in the CPA regime (see subsection 2.2.4), which has a detrimental effect on the achievable combination efficiency [95]. The same is true for mismatches between the beams, e.g. different beam diameters or pointing mismatches. In the following sections it will be discussed how to define and measure the combination efficiency. Additionally, the impact of the above-mentioned mismatches of the pulses and beams will be analyzed, first for the combination of two channels and then extended to a large number of them.

4.1. Definition of the combination efficiency

In order to estimate the quality of the combination process, a figure of merit needs to be introduced. This value should include the contributions from both pulse and beam mismatches. Additionally, one has to find a way to describe the efficiency including losses due to the added combination components (e.g. the combination elements or mirrors) and a value for the efficiency which does not include these contributions. Another aspect to consider is the polarization state of the output beams emitted by the
individual channels. Due to depolarization effects their polarization state might not be completely equal. This mismatch will cause a degradation of the combination efficiency. On the other hand, even for single channel systems the power in the wrong polarization state might be lost, e.g. because of polarization-dependent compressor gratings in CPA systems. Therefore, it is important to define if this loss of power should be included in the efficiency value or not. For the case of this thesis, the following rules will be set:

- The term combination efficiency will only include effects strictly related to the combination of pulses and beams, therefore depolarization effects and additional losses due to the components are neglected.
- The term system efficiency will include the power losses due to depolarization. Because of the comparably low channel counts in the experiments, fundamental losses caused by the additionally required components for the coherent combination (e.g. mirrors, combination elements) will be low and will therefore be ignored.

In the case of the polarization combination of two beams, the degree of linear polarization (DOLP) can be defined. It can be calculated by measuring the average power behind the right most polarizer in figure 3.6b) when rotating the waveplate. Thus the maximum and minimum achievable power $P_{\text{max}}$ and $P_{\text{min}}$ are measured. Then, the DOLP is defined as [73]:

$$DOLP = \frac{P_{\text{max}} - P_{\text{min}}}{P_{\text{max}} + P_{\text{min}}}$$

(4.1)

In the perfect combination case of a beam that is linearly polarized across the whole spatial and temporal domain this will result in a value of one. In the worst case, i.e. two beams that do not interfere at all, the result will be zero. However, it should be noted that the achievable values are ultimately limited by the polarization contrast of the polarizer. Even though this definition works very well for polarization combination of two channels, it is difficult to apply to systems with a larger channel count. In this case, the simplest definition for the combination efficiency is to add the average powers of each individual channel at the output of the system and to compare it to the overall combined power. To do this, it has to be taken into account, that due to the lack of interference when just one channel is operating, only a fraction of its power will arrive at the output. If the measured average power for the $j$-th beam is $P_j$, the mentioned fraction is $X_j$ and the combined power $P_{\text{comb}}$, then the combination efficiency can be calculated as:

$$\eta_{\text{comb}} = \frac{P_{\text{comb}}}{\sum_{j} \frac{P_j}{X_j}}$$

(4.2)
In order to avoid the impact of depolarization in the individual channels, additional polarization elements might have to be added in order to get the correct result. If a cascaded setup of polarization-dependent beamsplitter cubes is employed as the combination elements, then the waveplates can be rotated in a way that the whole power of a certain channel can be measured at the output. In this case, the condition $X_j = 1$ is true and equation 4.2 can be simplified accordingly. The system efficiency includes losses due to depolarization effects and losses of the combination elements:

$$ \eta_{\text{system}} = \frac{P_{\text{comb}}}{\sum_j P_{\text{raw}_j}} $$

(4.3)

with $P_{\text{raw}_j}$ being the average power directly behind the individual channels but in front of the combination elements. In some cases it might be difficult to measure this value at these points, in which case the system efficiency can be estimated by using equation 4.2 and by adding the power emitted in the wrong polarization direction of every channel to the denominator. However, as mentioned above, losses due to the combination elements are ignored in this case.

In all of these considerations, no differentiation between temporal effects (mismatches of the pulse profiles) and spatial effects (mismatches of the beam profile) has been done. In most cases this is sufficient because the main interest lies in the total efficiency of the combination process. However, especially when optimizing the combination efficiency of a laser system, it is beneficial to estimate the contributions of the various effects. This can be achieved by doing a full measurement of the pulse and beam with techniques such as FROG [96], SPIDER [97] and wavefront reconstruction [98]. In the following subsections, the impact of temporal effects first and the impact of spatial effects later will be theoretically analyzed.

4.2. Impact of temporal mismatches of the pulses

The impact of mismatches of the temporal properties of laser pulses can be studied directly in the temporal domain or by Fourier transformation in the spectral domain. In the following sections, the latter possibility will be chosen. As can be deduced from subsection 3.1.2, different wavelength components do not interfere. Therefore, the combination process for every wavelength can be handled independently, followed by integration across the whole spectral range. Hence, strongly stretched pulses in the
CPA regime can be described with equation 2.17. In a first approximation, it will be assumed that the spectral intensity profile in each channel is equal and the impact of dispersion and nonlinear effects will be investigated. Then the spectral phase difference between two pulses can easily be calculated as:

$$\Delta \Phi(\omega) = \frac{1}{2} \beta_2 \Delta L(\omega - \omega_0)^2 + \Delta B_s(\omega - \omega_0) + \Delta \Phi_0(\omega)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

with the first term being dispersion caused by a length difference between the dispersive elements (LDEs), the second term being a difference in the B-integral between the pulses, and the last accounting for, e.g. an optical path-length difference. Only second order dispersion is considered here because it has the largest impact on the spectral phase in fused silica. Based on equation 3.4, for every spectral component, the combination efficiency assuming a 50:50 combination element can be then defined as:

$$\eta_{\text{comb}}(\omega) = \frac{1}{2} (1 + \cos(\Delta \Phi(\omega)))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

By integrating over the whole spectral range and weighting with the spectral intensity profile the combination efficiency for two channels can be obtained:

$$\eta_{\text{comb}} = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega s(\omega) \eta_{\text{comb}}(\omega)}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega s(\omega)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

As previously mentioned, this result is only valid for the combination of two channels, but the model can be extended to a larger channel count by generalizing the average combination efficiency for two randomly selected channels $\eta_{\text{comb, av}}$. If a N:1 combination element for beams with equal intensity profiles is assumed, the efficiency can be calculated using equation 4.2:

$$\eta_{\text{comb}} = \frac{1}{N} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega s(\omega) \frac{\left| \sum_j \exp [i\Phi_j(\omega)] \right|^2}{\left| \sum_j \exp [i\Phi_j(\omega)] \right|^2} = \frac{1}{N} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega s(\omega) \frac{\sum_j \sum_k \exp [i \Delta \Phi_{jk}(\omega)]}{C \cdot N}$$

$$= \frac{1}{C \cdot N^2} \sum_j \sum_k \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega s(\omega) \cos (\Delta \Phi_{jk}(\omega)) \approx \frac{1}{N} + \left( 1 - \frac{1}{N} \right) (2\eta_{\text{comb, av}} - 1)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

with the absolute spectral phase $\Phi_j(\omega)$ for the $j$-th channel, the phase difference $\Delta \Phi_{jk}(\omega) = \Delta \Phi_j(\omega) - \Delta \Phi_k(\omega)$ between the channels $j$ and $k$, and the factor $C = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\omega s(\omega)$. The
Figure 4.1.: Overall combination efficiency for an increasing number of channels depending on the average combination efficiency between two channels.

spectral phases for the channels are independent from each other. In figure 4.1 the result is shown for different values of $\eta_{\text{comb\_av}}$. As can be easily seen for $N \to \infty$ the efficiency converges towards a fixed value $2\eta_{\text{comb\_av}} - 1$. Please note that this is a theoretical result and does not include losses due to the combination elements, which might grow with the number of channels. However, the results show that the total combination efficiencies for a large number of channels still results in an acceptable value (above 50% in all cases). Therefore, the combination process itself does not limit the possibility to realize such systems.

**Optical path-length differences**

To investigate the impact of optical path-length differences (OPDs), only the case where the OPD is a multiple of the carrier wavelength will be considered. In this case, constructive interference of the electric fields will occur (see figure 3.2), but the overlap of the temporal pulse envelopes might be less than perfect. This will be true for most systems with active path-length stabilization, because they can generally only optimize the efficiency to a local maximum (see chapter 5). As a consequence, the intensity ratio at each point in time of two partially overlapping pulses will be different. In order to achieve a perfect recombination, the properties of the combination element would have to be changed while the pulses are passing through it. However, such a dynamic combination element is currently not realizable (the change would have to occur on femtosecond time scales). Even if this were possible, for a large OPD the combined pulse would have a strongly changed temporal profile compared to the single pulses and, therefore, be of little interest. Hence, the discussion will concentrate on the cases where the length
difference is of the order of a couple of wavelengths. Such precision in the µm-scale can easily be achieved with standard translation stages. A delay $\Delta l$ of a multiple $k$ of the carrier wavelength is represented by a linear phase in the spectral domain:

$$\Delta \Phi(\omega) = \frac{\Delta l}{c} \omega = k \frac{\omega}{\omega_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

In order to get predictions for the impact of this additional phase on the combination efficiency, the spectral intensity profile $s(\omega)$ has to be defined. A Gaussian profile will be assumed here, which allows solving equation 4.6 analytically. Thus, $s(\omega)$ (with a full-width-half-maximum bandwidth $\omega_{\text{FWHM}}$) is defined as:

$$s(\omega) = \exp \left[ -4 \ln(2) \left( \frac{\omega - \omega_0}{\omega_{\text{FWHM}}} \right)^2 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

Using equations 4.6, 4.8 and 4.9, the resulting combination efficiency can now be calculated to be:

$$\eta_{\text{comb}} = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \exp \left[ \left( \frac{2\pi k \omega_{\text{FWHM}}}{\omega_0} \right)^2 \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

This means, assuming a value for $\omega_0$ corresponding to a center wavelength of 1030 nm, that the combination efficiency only depends on the spectral bandwidth and on the OPD. Hence, it can be depicted as a 2D plot as done in figure 4.2. If one sets a minimum acceptable combination efficiency of 90%, then the allowed OPD between the pulses is heavily dependent on their spectral bandwidth. This can be easily explained in the temporal domain, where a transform-limited pulse with a broader bandwidth is equivalent
to a shorter pulse. Therefore, a certain OPD has a more detrimental impact on the
temporal overlap of these pulses than in has on longer pulses with narrower bandwidths.
Even though the considered pulses are strongly stretched in the CPA regime, this has
no impact on the previous statements because the applied phase from the stretcher will
be equal for both pulses and does not result in any phase difference.
As an example, for a system with about 200 fs pulse duration, corresponding to about
10 nm bandwidth, a OPD of 20 wavelengths is acceptable to keep the combination ef-
ficiency above 90%. As described before, this is easily achievable in experiments. For
shorter pulses, a more sophisticated mechanism will be required, e.g. some control elek-
tronics that find the best combination efficiency by controlling the path lengths.

Dispersion and nonlinear effects

Optical path-length differences can be easily compensated by controlling the path lengths
of the individual channels. On the other hand, the compensation of the two first terms
for the spectral phase in equation 4.4 is more challenging. LDE differences will mostly
be given by length differences of the amplifiers themselves and B-integral differences will
even occur for amplifiers of the same type and same settings when the gain characteristics
are different, e.g. due to different couplings of the input signal into the fiber. It should
also be mentioned that both effects are not completely independent from each other, e.g.
an LDE difference can lead to a difference of the B-integral. However, it will be seen that
realistic values for both properties result in an acceptable reduction of the combination
efficiency. To calculate the impact, Gaussian shaped spectra from equation 4.9 will be
assumed. The B-integral introduces a phase shift, which is strongest at the maximum
of the pulse intensity in the temporal domain. Therefore, B-integral differences have
their maximum impact on the combination efficiency exactly where the highest power
is located in the pulse. In reality, a small OPD between the pulses is introduced to
compensate for the phase at this point. So a compensation phase $\Delta \Phi_{\text{comp}}$ is introduced
and the condition $\Delta \omega \ll \omega_0$ from section 2.1 is assumed:

$$\Delta \Phi_{\text{comp}} = -\Delta B \frac{\omega}{\omega_0} \approx -\Delta B$$

(4.11)
Figure 4.3.: Combination efficiency for two channels as a function of the B-integral and LDE difference for different signal spectral bandwidths a) 10 nm b) 20 nm c) 30 nm.

This phase can now be added to equation 4.4 and used in combination with equations 4.6 and 4.9 to calculate the combination efficiency:

\[
\eta_{\text{comb}} \approx 1 + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} - \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2\sqrt{3}} \right) \Delta B^2 - \frac{3}{1024 \ln(2)^2} \omega_{\text{FWHM}}^2 \beta_2^2 \Delta L^2 \\
+ \frac{1}{32 \ln(2)} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2}} \right) \omega_{\text{FWHM}}^2 \beta_2 \Delta L \Delta B
\]  

(4.12)

As can be seen the equation depends on the B-integral difference, the LDE difference, the bandwidth, and the dispersion coefficient \( \beta_2 \). For the last parameter, a value of 0.019 \( \text{ps/m} \) for fused silica at 1030 nm [99] is used in this example. However, this still leaves an equation with 3 parameters that can be independently chosen. Therefore, in figure 4.3, multiple graphs are shown for different signal spectral bandwidths of 10 nm, 20 nm and 30 nm. In the last graph, certain areas are shown in black to indicate that the approximation made in the equation is no longer valid. In the other cases, the error is less than 3.5%. The first observation is that dispersion has a stronger effect on broader spectra. Therefore, LDE differences have to be kept low in this case compared to pulses with narrower spectra. Still, as long as the value is below 1 cm, the effects are negligible. The effect of the the B-integral differences alone are independent from the bandwidth, as could be expected from the lack of dependence on the bandwidth of the first term in the equation. However, the last term describes the interplay with dispersion and can introduce a dependency on the bandwidth. Due to the opposite signs of the terms, both effects can partially compensate each other. Hence, in a system with an intrinsic LDE difference, parameters of the amplifiers in the channels, such as input and output pulse energy, can be setup in a way that they purposefully create a B-integral difference to
increase the combination efficiency.

4.3. Impact of beam profile mismatches

Besides the temporal mismatches, spatial mismatches of the beams have a major impact on the combination efficiency, including mismatches of the beam intensity profile (form and size) and phase mismatches such as a different divergence. In general, these mismatches will be constant over the different pulses when the beams are emitted by a fiber. Therefore, results of theoretical investigations for coherent combination of CW systems also apply here. For these systems extensive investigations of this topic have already been performed [100]. It turns out that the relative mismatches (i.e. the root-mean-square of the variations over the mean value) of the absolute power, the beam size, pointing and divergence have a quadratic impact on the combination efficiency. Hence, mismatches of these parameters of 10% will result in a drop of efficiency of about 1%. This means that for a carefully designed and adjusted system, like for the temporal mismatches, high combination efficiencies will be achievable even with a large number of channels.

One contribution that can be calculated easily is caused by the fact that the LPF and, therefore, the emitted beam do not have a rotation symmetry for every angle. The intensity profile of the emitted beams by these and other PCFs has a slightly hexagonal shape, and, therefore, the combination efficiency can drop if they are rotated against
each other in angles that are not a multiple of 60°. In figure 4.4, this has been calculated for a simulated LPF beam profile. As can be seen, the efficiency drops by about 1% in the worst case for an angle of 30°, and reaches a maximum for every 60° rotation (deviations from 100% are caused by numerical errors).

4.4. Impact of the failure of individual channels

When implementing a system with a large number of channels the probability of one of the channels failing grows. If \( N \) channels and a failure probability of each individual channel \( p_f \) per time frame are assumed, the number of expected faulty channels \( A \) is \( N \cdot p_f \) in this time frame. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the impact on the combination process of such a failure. The two aspects that have to be considered are the detrimental effect on the combination efficiency and how the stabilization system will behave in this case. The latter will be investigated in the next chapter. In the following, the focus will be on the resulting combination efficiency. If one channel is still partially functional (e.g. just the output power drops), then the considerations done in subsection 4.2 apply. However, the most catastrophic case will be a total failure caused by the destruction of the amplifier or a defect of the pump source. Hence, equation 4.7 will be investigated with \( s(\omega) = 0 \) for a number \( A \) of faulty channels. This results in a combination efficiency of \( \eta_{\text{comb}} = (N - A)/N \) for the remaining \( N - A \) channels. Please note that for setups based on polarization combination, adjusting the waveplates can avoid this efficiency drop. To calculate the remaining output power fraction of the system compared to the case when all channels operate, this efficiency has to be multiplied with the term \( (N - A)/N \), which describes the remaining fraction of total available power:

\[
\eta_r = \frac{(N - A)^2}{N^2}
\]  

(4.14)

Inserting the expected value calculated above results in \( \eta_r = (1 - p_f)^2 \) and is independent from the number of channels \( N \). Therefore, while the probability of failure of at least one channel in the system grows with the number of channels, the expected fractional efficiency drop (e.g. the power loss relative to the total power when all channels are operating) is constant.
4.5. Improvements of the pulse and beam quality with coherent combination

In the previous section the combination efficiency for ultrashort pulses was investigated. In most cases the highest possible efficiency is desired and a deviation from the perfect combination case is considered as a loss of power. However, it should also be noted that this power loss might not be only caused by misalignments and misconfigurations of the system, but also by the filtering effect of coherent combination. This means that distortions of the beam and pulse profile, which could be introduced in a channel, can be partially suppressed. Starting with equation 2.1 for \( N \) equal pulses \( \tilde{E}_j(x, y, z, t) = \tilde{E}(x, y, z, t) \) individual beam distortions \( \delta T_j(x, y) \) and \( \delta E_j(z, t) \) are added to each one. These additional distortions do not interfere with the other pulses and, therefore, assuming an equal splitting factor of the combination element of \( 1/N \), the resulting combined intensity profile can be calculated as:

\[
I_{\text{comb}} \sim N \left| \tilde{E}(x, y, z, t) \right|^2 + \frac{1}{N} \left( \sum_j \left| \delta T(x, y)E(z, t) \right|^2 + \left| T(x, y)\delta E(z, t) \right|^2 \right) \tag{4.15}
\]

for \( \delta T_j(x, y)\delta E_j(z, t) \ll T(x, y)E(z, t) \). Hence, distortions are suppressed by a factor of \( N \) compared to the combining parts. This effect can be employed to clean the combined beam profile, which might improve its \( M^2 \) value. Temporal distortions of the pulses in the individual channels can also be suppressed, leading to a cleaning of the combined temporal pulse form. Additionally, the impact of dynamic incoherent processes, which are different for each channel such as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and intensity fluctuations can also be reduced in the combined output.

4.6. Coherent combination of spectrally broadened pulses

In the previous sections the focus of the thesis has been set on the coherent combination of pulses emitted by amplifiers located in the respective channels. However, the coherent combination concept is not limited to that case. It can also be applied to overcome some of the limitations of nonlinear compression as well. Here, a spectral broadening
exploiting SPM followed by temporal recompression is employed to generate shorter pulses than those coming directly from a laser system [101]. The working principle of this process is shown in figure 4.5. Similar to what happens in amplifiers, there are some effects that limit the achievable peak power and peak intensity of the incident pulses. In solid-core fibers, these effects are mostly imposed by the comparably low threshold for self-focusing (subsection 2.4.2). Therefore, gas-filled hollow-core fibers are often used for high peak powers, where the broadening and the self-focusing threshold can be adapted by changing the gas pressure. However, the ionization threshold of the gas sets an ultimate limit for the peak intensity and, due to the limited size of the core diameter of the hollow-core fiber (to keep a good beam quality), also for the peak power. On the other hand, working at high average powers can always lead to thermal problems and decrease the stability of the system. Hence, applying the same reasoning as in the case of amplification, the coherent combination of multiple channels should also overcome the limitation of nonlinear compression. Moreover, in this case similar techniques as before can be applied. This includes the basic setup for spatial and temporal combination shown in figure 3.3, the splitting and combination elements and the considerations about the combination efficiency. However, due to the spectral broadening, the absolute B-integral value will be much higher than in the case of amplifiers and, therefore, the resulting B-integral differences can also be significantly higher. In this section this issue will be investigated in detail.

Due to the mentioned larger B-integral differences, the simple analytical model from subsection 4.2 cannot be applied anymore and numerical simulations based on the Fourier-split-step approach will be employed instead. To do that, realistic parameters have to be defined for the simulation. The nonlinear compression both in solid-core and in hollow-
core fibers will be considered and experimental results of the first case will be shown in section 6.5. A solid-core fiber based on fused silica with a length of 10 cm and an MFD of 80 µm is assumed. The incident pulses have a duration of 210 fs (based on the minimum achieved pulse duration in chapter 6) and an energy of 1 µJ each. For the solid-core fibers, the contributions of dispersion are comparably small due to the short fiber length. For the hollow-core fiber (used for high-peak-power operation) the incident pulse energy is 1 mJ. A 1 m long, 1.5 bar argon-filled hollow-core fiber with a mode-field diameter of 250 µm is used as the broadening media. Dispersion is neglected here due to its low value in the gas, so only SPM and self-steepening are taken into account. In figure 4.6, the corresponding combination efficiencies for both cases are shown if a mismatch of the fiber length and the incident power is assumed. The combination of the fiber length and the incident power mismatch leads to a B-integral difference (and in the case of the solid-core fiber to a LDE difference) and to a detrimental effect on the combination efficiency. For the hollow-core fiber, the dominance of the nonlinear effects and the absence of dispersion leads to a strong dependency on power differences compared to fiber length differences. For the solid-core fiber the resulting spectral broadening is smaller (75 nm 10 dB bandwidth compared to 100 nm for the hollow-core fiber). Therefore, the impact of parameter differences has a lower overall impact and due to the presence of dispersion, power differences and LDE differences both have a comparable impact. In any case a good match of the fiber lengths and the parameters causing B-integral differences, such as the gas pressure in the fibers and the incident power, is beneficial. Additionally, the
OPD has to be kept low due to the broad bandwidth, as previously demonstrated. It will be demonstrated in section 6.5 that such a system with nonlinear compression in a solid-core fiber can be realized experimentally.
5. Path-length-stabilization techniques for coherent combination

5.1. Introduction

In the last chapter it was already explained that the control of the relative phases (i.e. OPD) between the pulses is necessary for the coherent combination of ultrashort pulses. For example, local maxima of the combination efficiency for two pulses are achieved if the OPD is a multiple of the carrier wavelength. Otherwise, a drastic drop of the efficiency can be observed, including the possibility of operating at local minima. Hence, the control of the relative OPD between the pulses at this sub-wavelength scale is of major importance to make coherent combination systems work. This includes static changes for the initial adjustment of the system but also the dynamic compensation of changes that occur due to fluctuations during operation. These fluctuations can be caused by air movements, mechanical vibrations of the components or thermal effects. In this chapter the stabilization techniques will be categorized into active and passive techniques and their difference will be explained and then two of the major active techniques will be explored in detail.

5.1.1. Passive and active stabilization techniques

One distinction that has to be made regarding OPD stabilization techniques is between passive and active ones. In the first case the OPDs are either intrinsically zero or are automatically compensated by the system itself. In the second case, active stabilization, an external system controls the individual path lengths of the channels during operation. One example for passive stabilization is a DPA setup using the same element for splitting and combination of the pulses as illustrated in figure 5.1 a) [82]. If the propagation of each pulse replica is tracked from the start to the end (each replica is denoted by a different
Figure 5.1.: Comparison of coherent combination setups that are inherently stable (i.e. that use passive stabilization techniques), such as a) DPA with a single splitting and combination element or b) Sagnac interferometer, with c) the spatial combination of multiple parallel amplifiers, which has to be actively stabilized. The different colors for the beams denote the different pulse replicas. Dashed lines: pulses before amplification, solid lines: pulses after amplification.

color in figure 5.1.a), it can be seen that the travelled path length is always identical. Due to the comparably short duration of the pulse train in time (in the ns range), possible fluctuations that might change its path length can be largely neglected, because the time scale for these changes is typically much longer. This fact makes this setup inherently stable. However, once that a significant part of the stored energy has been extracted from the amplifier by a pulse, this will affect subsequent pulses, resulting in a reduced combination efficiency [83,84]. This illustrates the limits of this technique because there are not enough degrees of freedom to optimize the system. An adaptation of this approach to the spatial combination approach is clearly not possible due to the spatially separated propagation of each pulse as depicted in 5.1c). The only partially related approach is to employ a Sagnac interferometer (as shown in figure 5.1 b)) [102], but this is not easily scalable to a larger number of channels or to higher average powers (same as DPA) because every pulse has to pass through all of the amplifiers (if multiple amplifiers are employed). The way around these limitations would be a system which can automatically adapt itself to OPD changes. As previously stated, coupled oscillators have been realized for CW operation and narrow-bandwidth pulses, but not for ultrashort pulses. Hence, for the spatial coherent combination technique, an active stabilization mechanism is necessary.
5.2. Active stabilization techniques

Active stabilization techniques are either based on detecting phase differences between the pulses directly or deriving them by slightly dithering the phases and measuring the impact of these changes on the output power. From this phase information, an error signal can be calculated which, is used to change the path lengths in the channels accordingly. For both the detection and the change of the path length a variety of different techniques exist. This thesis will focus on the detection of the phase difference because the way that the path length is modified primarily depends on the experimental conditions, e.g. the amplitude and frequency range of the fluctuations that have to be compensated. The possible choices for this include movable mirrors mounted on piezo-electric actuators, acousto-optical modulators (AOMs) and electro-optical modulators (EOMs). The detection techniques include direct phase-measurement approaches such as Hänsch-Coillaud [103] and indirect ones such as LOCSET [104] and SPGD [105], which work by dithering the phases of the different channels. Please note that these techniques only allow for an optimization to a local maximum of the combination efficiency. In order to find the global maximum (e.g. where the OPD is not just a multiple of the carrier wavelength, but zero), additional methods have to be applied [106]. The techniques described herein can all be applied to spatial combination, but some of them, such as LOCSET or SPGD are also applicable to temporal combination schemes. The Hänsch-Coillaud approach is basically also applicable for temporal combination, but a temporal gating of the detector signal is required if more than 2 pulses are combined using the polarization combination technique [107]. Even though only stabilization techniques for the temporal domain will be investigated here, similar concepts can also be applied for the stabilization of the position and angle of the beams to be combined [108,109].

5.2.1. Hänsch-Coillaud stabilization for polarization combination

The first active stabilization technique that will be reviewed in this work is based on the so-called Hänsch-Coillaud (HC) detector, as seen in figure 5.2 a). In this technique only a small fraction of the combined output beam is directed towards this detector. The HC-detector can determine the phase between orthogonally polarized beams and, therefore, its use is limited to polarization combination setups. One detector is required for every combination step of two beams. Hence, when using a cascaded setup of polarization dependent beamsplitters (see subsection 3.2.4) to combine $N$ beams $N - 1$ detectors
are necessary. The detector itself comprises a $\lambda/4$ waveplate, a polarization dependent beamsplitter and one photodiode for each of the two output ports of the beamsplitter. The axis of the waveplate is rotated by $45^\circ$ relative to the polarization axes of the beamsplitter. The transmitted light is then split up according to the two polarization directions at the beamsplitter before reaching the photodiodes. An electronic device subtracts both signals from each other to generate the detection signal. To obtain the value of the detector signal as a function of the phase difference of the incident beams, it is possible to derive an analytical expression. However, just by looking at the result for certain fixed phase values it is possible to understand the operating principle. Some examples are given in figure 5.2b). If two orthogonally polarized beams of equal power are assumed that are completely in phase, then the combined beam will also be linearly polarized, but with a polarization angle inclined by $45^\circ$. Therefore, since the polarization vector points in the same direction as one of the axis of the waveplate, the beam behind it will still be linearly polarized. The beamsplitter then splits it in two components with equal power, which results in a detection signal of zero. Please note that the temporal profile of the pulses and the temporal gaps between subsequent pulses have been neglected here. It will be assumed that either the photodiodes or an additional low-pass filter creates a time-averaged signal. On the other hand, if the initial phase difference is either $\Delta\Phi = \pi/2$ or $\Delta\Phi = -\pi/2$, the incident light will

Figure 5.2.: a) Schematic setup of a Hänsch-Couillaud detector, b) Output signal depending on the relative phase between the polarization components (red and blue) of the incident beam.
be circularly polarized and converted into linearly polarized light by the waveplate in either the s- or the p- polarization directions. Therefore, all power will end up at only one of the photodiodes, resulting in a positive or a negative detection signal with the highest absolute value. For all phase differences inbetween the polarization state can be considered as a superposition of the described cases and the value of the detection signal will be somewhere inbetween those mentioned above. The precise value of this signal can be calculated analytically by employing the Jones formalism with the following matrices for the waveplate and the two output ports of the splitter:

\[
J_{\lambda/4} = \begin{pmatrix} i + 1 & -i + 1 \\ -i + 1 & i + 1 \end{pmatrix}, \quad J_{\text{splitter}_s} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}, \quad J_{\text{splitter}_p} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]

(5.1)

As previously mentioned, we will define an electric field vector averaged across the temporal pulse profile for both beams and add a phase difference \(\Delta \Phi = \alpha_1\) to the p-component, thus, it is possible to finally calculate the intensities \(I_s\) and \(I_p\) at the photodiodes:

\[
\vec{E} = \begin{pmatrix} E_0 \\ E_1 e^{i\alpha_1} \end{pmatrix}, \quad I_s \sim |J_{\text{splitter}_s} J_{\lambda/4} \vec{E}|^2, \quad I_p \sim |J_{\text{splitter}_p} J_{\lambda/4} \vec{E}|^2
\]

(5.2)

The detection signal can then be calculated as \(I_{\text{out}} = I_s - I_p \sim 2\sin(\alpha_1) \Re(E_0^* E_1)\). So the measured signal is a sine function of the phase difference having a zero value for \(\alpha_1 = 0\), in accordance to the considerations above. Due to the sign change of the function at this zero point, this output can be used as an error signal (might have to be negated first) to correct the path length in the corresponding channel. Additionally, by measuring the maximum and minimum value of this signal, the phase between the beams can be directly calculated in the region from \(-\pi/2\) to \(\pi/2\). In case of the previously mentioned failure of one of the channels, the correct error signal of zero is measured.

The advantage of the HC stabilization technique is that these measurements do not have any dynamic effect on the system (only a static small power loss for the detector signal), i.e. they do not introduce any additional noise to the system. Also, intensity fluctuations do not change the point of zero crossing of the signal, allowing for stable operation even in noisy systems. However, as previously mentioned, a single HC-detector can only be used for two channels, so the number of detectors grows linearly with the number of channels.
Application to multichannel systems

When a cascaded setup of 1:2 beamsplitters is employed to combine $N$ beams, behind each one of these elements, a fraction of the power has to be directed to a HC detector. The calculated error signal will be then fed back to a corresponding path-length shifter to adjust the path-length difference between the two beams at this point. The issue that has to be investigated is how such systems respond to perturbations in one of the channels, i.e. what amount of cross-talk exists between the different detectors and path-length shifters. In figure 5.3, together with a schematic setup comprising four channels, a cascaded splitting and combination scheme together with the HC detectors and path-length shifters is shown. As can be seen, a path-length change in the top channel (channel 1) will not impact the signal received at the bottom HC detector 2 (for channel 3 and 4), but it will affect HC detector 1 behind the combination element of the two upper channels 1 and 2. Additionally, the is the impact of such a path-length change on the last detector (detector 3) is of major interest. If a zero phase for the first channel is assumed and phases $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$, $\alpha_3$ for the other ones in combination with equal field amplitudes $E_0$, the two electric fields after the first combination steps (behind the waveplates) can be calculated to be:

$$
\vec{E}_{\text{comb, 1}} = \frac{E_0}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{pmatrix} 1 + \exp[i\alpha_1] \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}, \quad \vec{E}_{\text{comb, 2}} = \frac{E_0}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ \exp[i\alpha_2] + \exp[i\alpha_3] \end{pmatrix}
$$

(5.3)

As previously stated, additional phases due to the propagation through the combination elements and free space segments are ignored. The electric field in front of the HC
detector can then be calculated:

\[
\vec{E}_{\text{comb}} = E_0 \left( \frac{\sqrt{1 + \cos (\alpha_1)} \exp \left[ i \frac{\alpha_1}{2} \right]}{\sqrt{1 + \cos (\alpha_3 - \alpha_2)} \exp \left[ i \frac{\alpha_2 + \alpha_3}{2} \right]} \right)
\]  (5.4)

By using equations 5.2, the final detector signal \( I_{\text{out}} = I_s - I_p \) results in:

\[
I_{\text{out}} \sim 2\sin (\alpha_1) \Re \left( E_0^* E_0 \right) \sqrt{1 + \cos (\alpha_1)} \sqrt{1 + \cos (\alpha_3 - \alpha_2)} \sin \left( \frac{\alpha_2 + \alpha_3}{2} - \frac{\alpha_1}{2} \right)
\]  (5.5)

It can be deducted from this last equation that the signal is proportional to the sine function of the phase difference between \( \vec{E}_{\text{comb} \_1} \) and \( \vec{E}_{\text{comb} \_2} \) and, therefore, it results in a correct error signal for the corresponding path-length shifter. The pre-factors also depend on the phases of the channels, but they only reduce the amplitude of the signal and do not change its value of zero crossing. Therefore, if a phase error \( \alpha_1 \) is assumed, the cascaded stabilization system will be able to correctly handle it. The first HC detector will be able to see the complete phase difference with its neighboring channel and pass the error signal to the correct path-length shifter. Even though this phase error is also seen by the next detector its impact is reduced by a factor of two (equation 5.5), which is the correct value to optimize for the best combination efficiency for this specific combination step. Hence, the Hänsch-Couillaud technique can be employed in multichannel systems and will be able to reduce all phase differences to zero. Again, phase differences that are a multiple of \( 2\pi \) have been ignored in this discussion.

### 5.2.2. LOCSET

A well-known active-stabilization technique that works with intensity beamsplitters as well as with polarization beam splitters (with an additional polarizer at the end) is the so-called self-synchronous (or self-referenced) locking of optical coherence by single-detector electronic-frequency tagging technology, better known by the abbreviation LOCSET [104]. In general, LOCSET is a multichannel implementation of the Pound-Drever-Hall technique [110] used to phase-lock oscillators to a reference cavity. In this technique, each channel (self-synchronous) or each channel \( j \) but one (self-referenced) are phase modulated with a unique frequency \( \omega_j \), e.g. by the path-length shifters located in the respective channel:

\[
\Delta \Phi_j = M_j \cos (\omega_j t)
\]  (5.6)
This phase modulation has a certain impact on the combination efficiency. It can be calculated with the formula $\eta_{\text{comb}} = 1 - \sigma_\phi^2$ [100], with $\sigma_\phi^2$ being the RMS parameter variation of the applied phase modulations $\Delta \Phi_j$. For a two channel system with one phase modulated channel this results in $\eta_{\text{comb}} = 1 - M^2/8$ and for a larger number of channels, the value can be calculated accordingly. Additionally, the modulation frequency has to be below the repetition rate of the system. By measuring the output power of the system with a photodiode and by multiplying the signal with the channel specific frequency, the signal can be demodulated. This is followed by a low-pass filter, which bandwidth has to be chosen accordingly to filter out the modulation frequency. For the self-referenced case the output signal is a sine function of the phase error difference to the non-modulated channel. As for the Hänisch-Couillaud system this signal can be used as an error signal to control the path-length shifters.

Besides the compatibility with intensity beamsplitters, only a single detector is required, resulting in a compact setup that is theoretically scalable to a very large number of channels. However, a unique modulation frequency has to be chosen for every channel and the stabilization bandwidth for each channel is limited by the frequency distance to the next channels. Hence, the required modulation frequencies of the path-length shifters grow with the number of channels and piezo-based mirrors might not be able to support it. Therefore, a second phase shifter for high frequencies might have to be added to each channel. Another issue is the cross-talk between the error signals if the modulation frequency in one channel is an odd multiple of another one [104]. Additionally, one has to find a compromise between a well-defined error signal (the signal-to-noise ratio for channel $j$ is proportional to $J_1(M_j)^2$ [104] for systems with a large number of channels) and the previously mentioned reduction of the combination efficiency due to the applied phase modulation.

In summary, LOCSET provides a way to realize a compact stabilization for a large number of channels and is compatible with all combination techniques, but it is also more difficult to setup than the Hänisch-Couillaud stabilization. The same conclusion is also valid for the SPGD (stochastic parallel gradient descent) technique, which works by applying random phase dithers to the channels and measuring the change of the output power. This comparison step results in a more complex algorithm and requires sophisticated digital control electronics. Due to the easier implementation, LOCSET has been employed in some of the experiments where a single detector stabilization system is required.
6. Experimental demonstration of coherent combination

In this chapter, some of the experiments of laser systems based on spatial coherent combination of ultrashort pulses will be presented that have been conducted in the frame of this thesis. First, a few of the previously demonstrated experimental results in this field will be recapitulated. Then the results for a four channel fiber CPA system will be presented: first optimized for high average power and then for high peak powers. Both experiments have set new performance records in the parameter field of average power, pulse energy and peak power. This is followed by the description of a system based on bulk amplifiers that demonstrates that coherent combination is not limited to fiber-based sources. Additionally, a proof-of-principle experiment related to the combination of spectrally broadened pulses for nonlinear compression will be shown. Finally, the integration of multiple amplification channels into a single fiber will be discussed in combination with a compact $1:N$ beamsplitter design.

6.1. State of the art

Spatial coherent combination of ultrashort pulses is a relatively new concept, with the first experimental descriptions appearing shortly before this thesis. Moreover, the number of experimental demonstrations since then has been limited. The first publications in this field dates back to 2010, when the combination of two fiber amplifiers in a Mach-Zehnder-type interferometer was demonstrated [73, 74], among others by the author of this thesis. These were systems with limited average powers of a few Watts at maximum (0.5 W and 4.3 W, respectively) in combination with high repetition rates and, therefore, low pulse energies (below 1 µJ). Crucially, different stabilization systems such as Hänsch-Couillaud and LOCSET were employed and found to be compatible with the combination scheme. Later on, a first system incorporating a higher channel count of
four amplifiers was shown, also using the LOCSET scheme [111]. All of these systems were proof-of-principle demonstrations of the technology, without demonstrating the capability to provide new average-power, pulse-energy or peak-power record values. In 2011, coherent combination in conjunction with the combination of two PCF amplifiers with very large core sizes above 70 µm was realized. Here, sub-ps pulses with average powers of 88 W and pulse energies of 0.5 mJ could be realized [112], already close to the single-channel record value of 1 mJ at that time [14]. Additionally, a high system efficiency of 90% was achieved. Moreover, a residual path-length fluctuation of less than λ/70 was measured, resulting in a coefficient-of-variation of the average power (defined as the root-mean-square of the average power fluctuations over the mean value of the average power) of just 0.2%. In the first experiment that was part of my work for this thesis, with a state-of-the-art front-end system similar to that described in the next section, combined and compressed 470 fs pulses with an energy of 3 mJ were achieved at a moderate average power of 30 W [113]. At that time this was the highest pulse-energy obtained from a femtosecond fiber laser system, and, to the best of my knowledge, it was the first time that a fiber laser system based on coherent combination could set an absolute record value. Later on, I could demonstrate an average power of 215 W with two large-pitch fibers. I will refrain here from a more detailed description of these experiments, in order to focus the discussion on more advanced systems with a larger channel count in the next sections. Another related application of coherent combination for a different amplifier architecture was the creation of pulses with relativistic intensities by combination of two high pulse energy OPAs [114].

6.2. Setup of the front-end system

While the main amplification stage with multiple parallel fibers changed for different experiments, the subsystem in front of it stayed mostly constant. A schematic view of the front-end system is shown in figure 6.1. The first element is a femtosecond mode-locked oscillator. For some of the earlier experiments, a 40 MHz commercial solid-state laser system with an average output power of about 150 mW was used, emitting 300 fs transform-limited pulses. This system was replaced later with a 62 MHz, 1 W oscillator emitting very broadband 60 fs pulses. This system is also able to stabilize the CE-phase, but this option was not used during the experiments. The stretcher and compressor of the system only support a fraction of the available bandwidth and in combination with the limited gain bandwidth of the amplifiers this results in output pulses that will be
Figure 6.1.: Schematic setup of the front-end system consisting of the oscillator, a grating stretcher, multiple acousto-optical modulators (AOM), a spatial-light modulator (SLM) and three pre-amplifiers. Black lines denote free-space propagation sections between the components, and blue lines represent propagation in fibers.

considerably longer than the initial pulse duration. The stretcher is based on an Offner-type design [115] with a 35 cm wide 1740 lines/mm grating with a diffraction efficiency of about 90%. One horizontal and one vertical optical roof prism lead to two passes through the stretcher, corresponding to eight passes on the grating. For the first oscillator, the curved mirror parameters were chosen to support a bandwidth of 7.5 nm, while for the later one this value was increased to 22 nm. In both cases, the time difference between the shortest and longest passing wavelength is in total 4.2 ns. Hence, the stretcher is able to increase the pulse duration of the incoming femtosecond pulses by about four order of magnitudes. The stretcher is followed by a small (mini-) compressor that is used to slightly change the stretched pulse duration in order to optimize the pulse duration after compression. By using a motorized stage the adjustment can be done while the system is operating (even at maximum power levels) without touching the compressor itself.

After passing through it, the pulses are coupled into a standard 6 µm passive fiber, where a 90:10 splitter directs a fraction of the power to a photodiode, which acts as a trigger signal for the AOMs in the system. The remaining power then passes through a fiber-coupled AOM that reduces the repetition rate to a value of around 2 MHz (depending on the configuration). To compensate the loss of average power associated with the reduction of the repetition rate, the AOM is followed by a 1 m long fiber amplifier to increase the average power to a level of 300 mW. The previously mentioned splitter, AOM and amplifier are all spliced together to form a stable monolithic setup. The output beam then continues propagating in free-space where it goes through an isolator to protect the system from back-reflections originating from the subsequent system components. A spatial-light-modulator (SLM) with 128 horizontally placed pixels is incorporated in a
zero-phase grating stretcher and is employed as a phase shaper. It is connected via a PC to a diagnostics setup at the end of the laser system (described later on) to form the “multiphoton intrapulse interference phase scan” (MIIPS) system [46]. About 50% of the power is lost due to the pass through the SLM. This phase shaper is followed by the second pre-amplifier, a 80 cm long large-pitch fiber with an MFD of 49 µm, pumped by a 30 W fiber-coupled pump diode. This amplifier delivers an output an average power of 1.5 W. A second (free-space) AOM is employed to reduce the repetition rate to the final desired value. Both AOMs in the system are synchronized via electronic pulse-pickers with adjustable window delays and durations to the previously mentioned trigger signal. Finally, a second pre-amplifier based on a 80 cm long large-pitch fiber (LPF) with an MFD of 59 µm or 85 µm, depending on the experiment, ends the front-end system.

For the high-energy experiments the previously used small-core LPF was replaced by the large-core one to provide enough pulse energy to seed the main amplification stage without causing strong nonlinearities. In total, the front-end system can operate from repetition rates of a few-tens of kHz up to the MHz range and it can provide up to 50 W of average power. However, just a few Watts of average power were sufficient for all the following experiments. In figure 6.2 the spectra of the front-end system are shown for both configurations discussed above.

6.3. Combination of high-performance fiber amplifiers

In this section, the spatial coherent combination of four LPF amplifiers will be demonstrated. The amplifiers are incorporated in a cascaded setup of 1:2 beamsplitters (subsec-
tion 3.2.4) with a multichannel Hänisch-Coillaud stabilization system (subsection 5.2.1) to form the main amplification stage. The first experiment will focus on achieving high average powers [116], while the second one will focus on generating high pulse energies and peak powers [117]. The system design, results and challenges will be discussed in the following.

6.3.1. High-average-power system

The 40 MHz oscillator in combination with the 7.5 nm bandwidth stretcher is employed for the high-average-power experiments. To form the compressor, the stretcher grating is used in combination with a second grating with the same grating parameter. This second grating is used as the first grating in the compressor and can, therefore, be considerably smaller than the other one with 4 cm width. It has been manufactured with the electron-beam process that results in a diffraction efficiency very close to 100%. A vertical roof prism is employed to achieve a double pass through the compressor. Due to the comparably low signal bandwidth and the resulting low angular dispersion, a long propagation length between the two gratings is required to compress the pulses. In order to keep the footprint of the unit compact, a horizontal roof prism is inserted between the two gratings to fold the propagation path. In total, the compressor unit provides a transmission efficiency of 80%.

The basic scheme of the main amplification stage is similar to that shown in figure 5.3. A cascaded setup of three polarization-dependent beamsplitter cubes (PBCs) is used to split the beam coming from the front-end into four channels. A double-pass delay line is attached to each of the cubes consisting of a λ/4 waveplate and a piezo-mounted mirror. The piezo has a maximum range of 40 µm and is mounted on a manual translation stage. This translation stage is used to coarsely match the path lengths of the channels with an accuracy of a few wavelengths, while the piezo compensates the fluctuations of the OPDs during operation. The bandwidth for all the control signals for the piezos is limited to around 1 kHz in order to stay below their resonance frequency. The input beam in each channel is coupled into a 1.2 m long LPF with 59 µm MFD. The fibers have angled endcaps on both sides to avoid back reflections and are pumped by four individual 400 µm fiber-coupled pump diodes that can provide up to 600 W each. To couple the pump light into the 170 µm pump cladding of the fibers, 2 inch diameter pump optics, providing the necessary imaging, are used. The output beams from the fibers are separated from the pump with dichroic mirrors and combined into a single beam.
with three thin-film polarizers (TFPs). These polarizers have been specifically tested and selected to withstand high average powers. Behind every combination step an antireflection-coated fused silica window directs a very small fraction (0.2%) of power to the HC detectors. The beams emitted from the channels are divergent due to the small beam diameter after the lens behind the fiber and reach a beam diameter of 3 mm behind the last TFP. In order to propagate the 10 m long path through the compressor to the output of the system, a telescope is inserted after the combination steps to properly collimate the beam. However, due to the high average powers and the long propagation paths, thermal issues on the lenses became apparent very rapidly. For this experiment, two 40 mm lenses with the best thermal properties, i.e. showing the least impact of high average powers on the output beam, have been selected. Compared to other configurations, this improves the output beam quality dramatically, as shown in figure 6.3. Still the telescope has to be readjusted for the high-average-power case. For further experiments, this telescope has been replaced by two curved mirrors with curvature radii of 300 mm and 350 mm, respectively, to form a reflective telescope.

Besides measuring the average output power behind the compressor, different additional diagnostic tools have been employed. This includes a spectrometer, an autocorrelator and the diagnostic part necessary for the MIIPS measurement. This latter part comprises a nonlinear crystal used to generate the second-harmonic signal around 515 nm wavelength and a spectrometer for this signal. This spectrometer is connected to a PC where the MIIPS software drives the SLM to optimize for a flat phase profile of the output pulses by using an iterative algorithm. Due to the limited dynamic range of the SLM, phase jumps between adjacent pixels can appear. They manifest themselves as diffraction at these spectral components, resulting in a reduction of the coupling efficiency of this spectral component into the second pre-amplifier. Therefore, they can be
Figure 6.4.: a) Measured spectrum and b) measured autocorrelation trace of the combined pulses when running at the maximum combined average power of 530 W.

observed as dips in the spectrum. Because these dips have an effect on the nonlinear phase, a coupling between the applied phase-mask on the SLM, the spectral intensity profile of the pulse and the spectral phase profile exists. This explains why the MIIPS can flatten the spectral phase profile at the output and improve the pulse quality, but still leaves a certain residual phase, resulting in residual side-pulses. Finally, to measure the quality of the output beam, a $M^2$ measurement device has been used.

In the experiment, the front-end system is setup to deliver a seed with an average power of 1 W for every channel and a repetition rate of 400 kHz. In order to determine the combination efficiency at the end, each channel is first operated individually and the waveplates are setup in such a way that the highest power of this specific channel is delivered at the output of the system. Compressed average powers of 133 W, 137 W, 126 W and 129 W are measured per channel. When all amplifiers are turned on and the waveplate positions have been adjusted for the maximum combined average power while the stabilization system is turned on, an average power of 530 W is measured, corresponding to a pulse energy of 1.3 mJ. The combination efficiency can simply be calculated by dividing this value through the sum of the individual output powers, resulting in a value of 94%. Taking into account the non-perfect polarization of the channel output beams, being measured at the specific ports of the TFPs, an additional loss can be determined that leads to a system efficiency of 93%. The spectral and temporal characteristics of the output are shown in figure 6.4. A FWHM bandwidth of 2.7 nm can be obtained and an autocorrelation trace with a duration of 940 fs is measured. By applying the deconvolution factor calculated from the transform-limited pulse duration and the duration of its autocorrelation trace, a pulse duration of 670 fs can be estimated in combination with a peak power of 1.8 GW. The theoretical investigations in subsection 4.2 support
the high combination efficiency due to the low sensitivity to B-integral differences with low spectral bandwidths (the LDE differences are small due to a good match of the fiber lengths).

As previously mentioned, an $M^2$ measurement is performed to measure the beam quality of the combined beam at the output (see figure 6.5). This measurement is also done for the first channel to have a comparison to what can be achieved with a single channel system. In the combined case a value of $M_x^2 < 1.1$, $M_y^2 < 1.2$ is achieved compared to $M_x^2 < 1.1$, $M_y^2 < 1.3$ for the single channel. Hence, the combined system delivers a near diffraction-limited beam quality that is comparable or even slightly better than what can be achieved with a single channel system. This improvement was theoretically investigated in section 4.5.

In summary, the experiment shows the viability of coherent combination for high average power femtosecond CPA systems. The output pulses and the output beam have properties that are basically equal to those of a single channel system, just with a higher performance. Therefore, this combined radiation can be used for the same kind of applications as that coming from a single channel system. Most of the problems that occurred during the experiment have been related to the handling of the output parameters and not to the combination itself. Additionally, the specific combination of pulse energy, peak power and average power has not been demonstrated with any other femtosecond fiber laser system yet and is beyond what is achievable with a single channel today.

### 6.3.2. High-peak-power system

The focus of this second experiment shifts towards achieving the highest possible pulse energy and peak power. Therefore, a number of modifications have been made to the
Figure 6.6.: a) Spectra of the four individual channels after compression and b) spectrum of the combined pulse with compensated (applied by the phase shaper) and residual phase (scaled by a factor of 10).

system compared to the previous experiment. In order to generate shorter pulses and increase the peak power, the oscillator, stretcher and third pre-amplifier have been changed to the later configuration described in section 6.2. Due to the higher angular dispersion of the beam for the new spectrally broader signals, a shorter propagation length is sufficient in the compressor and the horizontal roof prism can be removed. To support higher pulse energies, the 59 µm MFD fiber amplifiers have been replaced by 85 µm MFD fiber amplifiers, providing around two times the mode area. This reduces the B-integral by a factor of two, while increasing the stored energy by the same factor. An additional reduction of the B-integral is provided by using shorter fiber lengths between 85 cm and 95 cm. Additionally, λ/4 waveplates are placed in front of and behind each amplifier to achieve circular polarization during propagation through the fiber. As stated in chapter 2, this further reduces the B-integral. However, due to the onset of nonlinear polarization rotation in the fiber at the highest power levels, circular polarization might only be reached at the end of the fiber and the evolution of the polarization state during propagation is unknown. Due to this, an exact determination of the B-integral is impossible. Finally, the telescope in front of the compressor has been replaced by a Galilean telescope with focal lengths of -150 mm and 200 mm. This avoids a focal spot between the lenses that might cause peak-intensity related issues, which will be discussed later. The system is operated at a repetition rate of 40 kHz and with a seed average power of 500 mW per channel, corresponding to 50 µJ pulse energy coming from the front-end. Each of the main amplifiers is set up to emit an output power of 65 W and 1.6 mJ pulse energy after compression. Due to the high inversion level in the fiber, the system is very susceptible to back reflections, which have to be avoided. The B-integral can be esti-
mated with the help of the one-dimensional rate equations [118] and all the reservations described above to be around 5 rad. The spectra of each channel running individually is shown in figure 6.6a). As can be seen, a very good match of the spectral intensity profile is achieved, even though the amplifier is already starting to work in saturation. This can be seen by the higher amplification of the longer wavelengths due to the up-chirp of the stretcher.

Despite the high total gain of 75 dB (including about 20 dB loss in the system due to the losses in the stretcher, pulse pickers and fiber coupling), a FWHM spectral bandwidth of 10 nm could be maintained. When the output of all four amplifiers is combined, an average power of 230 W can be achieved, resulting in a pulse energy of 5.7 mJ and a peak power of 22 GW. The corresponding combined spectrum with the compensated (applied by the phase shaper) and residual phase is depicted in figure 6.6b). It shows a similar intensity profile to the single channels but with some additional high-frequency modulations, which might be caused by phase differences between the individual pulses. Finally, the reconstructed pulse profile (in blue) and the transform-limited pulse calculated from the spectrum (in red) can be seen in figure 6.7. About 16% of the power of the 200 fs pulse is contained in a side pulse caused by the residual phase. According to this estimation 30 GW of peak power should be achievable with a transform-limited pulse. It should be noted that the residual spectral phase (enlarged by a factor of 10 in figure 6.6b)) is very small compared to the phase compensated by the SLM. Most of this phase is not actually caused by the amplifiers, but by a mismatch between stretcher and compressor, which origin could not be determined so far. The peak power per channel can be estimated to an average value of 6.3 GW. Therefore, if the compressor had an efficiency of 100%, this would result in a value of 7.8 GW, which is close to the proposed
theoretical 10 GW limit for a fiber laser system in this configuration (see section 2.6).

Hence, this experiment demonstrates that the coherent combination of amplifiers running near their peak-power limit (or pulse energy limit if the stretched pulse duration is taken into account) is possible. In spite of this, the combination efficiency has a value of 89%, which is only slightly lower than in the high-average-power experiment. The reason for this includes the larger differences of the fiber lengths, the lower beam quality emitted from the larger fiber cores as well as phase differences due to the nonlinear polarization rotation in the fibers. While it is not possible to calculate the impact of the last effect, the impact of the different fiber lengths can be estimated by the equations 4.7 and 4.13 from subsection 4.2. With the 10 nm FWHM bandwidth, this results in an expected drop of the combination efficiency of less than 1%. In figure 6.8, the measured output beam profiles behind the compressor are shown for every single amplifier together with that of the combined beam. Due to slightly different collimations, some differences between the intensity profiles can be observed. Still, a very clean combined intensity profile is achieved. Again, in order to include the spatial phase into the assessment of the beam quality, $M^2$ values are measured. The following table lists the result for every channel and for the combined beam:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>$M^2_x$</th>
<th>$M^2_y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As in the previous experiment, a small cleaning effect due to coherent combination can be observed, resulting in a slightly better beam quality of the combined beam.

During the experiment, peak-intensity effects taking place while propagating in air caused the most challenging problem. According to [119], air breakdown starts to occur for intensities approaching $1 \cdot 10^{11} \text{ W/cm}^2$ for the wavelengths used in this experiment. This
value is reached when employing the reflective telescope, even for the long stretched pulse duration of 2 ns. Taking into account a focal length of 175 mm, an uncompressed combined pulse energy of 7.1 mJ and an incident beam size of 3.5 mm, the intensity in the focal spot will be $1.05 \cdot 10^{11} \text{ W cm}^{-2}$. Due to the following long propagation length through the compressor, this has a major detrimental impact on the output beam. A value above this threshold is also reached for the pulses behind the compressor when maintaining a beam size of 3 mm from the last experiment ($3.1 \cdot 10^{11} \text{ W cm}^{-2}$). These effects are mitigated by employing the Galilean telescope without a focal spot and by increasing the output beam size to 5 mm. Even though the resulting peak intensity after compression is still slightly above the threshold, due to the short propagation length from the compressor to the diagnostic components, no detrimental impact on the output beam is observed. In summary, the presented laser system has achieved a higher peak power than any previously reported femtosecond fiber laser system. Even at these parameters, a high combination efficiency and beam quality has been maintained.

6.3.3. Applications

Even though the focus of this thesis lies on coherently combined laser systems, in the following some experimental results for applications using these laser systems are mentioned here. Apart from the characterization of these systems, the applications will prove that laser systems based on this technology are actually a viable alternative for real world applications. One of the most interesting applications for high-power fiber-CPA systems is the so-called high-harmonic-generation (HHG) process [10,11], where the laser beam is partially converted to coherent radiation in the XUV wavelength region. For this process very short laser pulses are often preferred [120]. One technique to shorten the output pulses from laser systems is nonlinear pulse compression (see section 4.6). In the experiments presented herein, gas-filled hollow-core fibers are employed as the broadening medium, which require a very good beam quality of the incoming beam to achieve a good coupling efficiency. Both configurations of the laser system demonstrated above have been employed as the driver for nonlinear compression.

In a first experiment, the system is operated at 280 W average power (due to thermal limitations of the compression setup) and 1.1 mJ pulse energy [121]. The system uses the broadband stretcher and also a 15 nm bandwidth fiber oscillator that results in a pulse duration of 340 fs. The pulses are first spectrally broadened in a 1 m long hollow-core fiber with a core diameter of 250 µm. The fiber is placed on a V-groove in a water-cooled
tube to dissipate the heat caused by the comparably high propagation losses resulting from the grazing-incident guiding mechanism. The tube is filled with 1.9 bar of krypton as the nonlinear medium for spectral broadening, providing a 10 dB bandwidth of 90 nm at the output. With 14 bounces on chirped mirrors, a total group delay dispersion of \(-1400 \text{ fs}^2\) is applied for compression. With this setup, the pulse duration can be reduced from the input value of 340 fs to 26 fs. With a total efficiency of 48\%, in which the propagation efficiency through the hollow-core fiber is 56\%, this results in 135 W average power and 540 \(\mu\)J pulse energy with a peak power of 11 GW. This setup allowed for the generation of an unprecedented XUV flux of 143 \(\mu\)W \((3 \cdot 10^{13} \text{ photons s}^{-1})\) at 30 nm via HHG [122].

In a second experiment, the high peak-power configuration of the laser system in combination with a second compression stage is employed [123]. The first hollow-core fiber with a length of 1 m and a core diameter of 250 \(\mu\)m is filled with 2 bar of argon. With the same group delay dispersion as in the previous setup, a pulse duration of 30 fs is achieved after this first compression stage. In the second stage, a 0.5 m hollow-core fiber is employed, filled with 6 bar of neon, chosen due to its higher ionisation potential compared to argon. With a pair of ultra-broadband chirped mirrors providing a total group delay dispersion of \(-200 \text{ fs}^2\) in combination with a 5.3 mm thick bulk fused-silica window, the pulse can be compressed to sub-8 fs. With a repetition rate of 150 kHz, the achieved 53 W average power correspond to 353 \(\mu\)J of pulse energy. The total efficiency from the output of the CPA system to the output after the two-stage compression is 35\%. resulting 25 GW peak power pulses. With them coherent XUV radiation in the water window wavelength region (below 4.2 nm) can be generated.

In summary, these results show that the pulses emitted from coherently combined fiber laser systems can be shortened successfully with nonlinear pulse compression. The resulting laser systems are perfect drivers for HHG experiments at high average powers and even allow generating light with very short wavelengths in the water window wavelength region.

### 6.4. Combination of bulk amplifiers

Even though fiber based sources are the perfect amplifier architecture for coherent combination due to their single pass setup and nearly power-independent beam profile, other architectures can be used as well. To demonstrate this have been coherently combined in the frame of this thesis [124]. These amplifiers are commercially available single crystal
Yb:YAG rods with a length of 4 cm and a diameter of 1 mm each, embedded in a water-cooled copper block [125]. While the signal is not guided, the pump light is partially guided in the rear part of the rod for a better pump-to-signal conversion efficiency. In this experiment the two amplifiers are placed in the arms of a Michelson-Interferometer-type setup, which is depicted in figure 6.9. This allows employing just one common splitting and combination element, which is realized by a TFP. Additionally, the amplifiers are used in a double-pass configuration, which is preferable considering the relatively low single-pass gain. In order to stabilize the interferometer, a fraction of the combined beam is directed towards a HC-detector, which controls the position of the feedback mirror in one channel. As in the previously discussed experiments, a piezo-mounted mirror is employed to compensate for path-length fluctuations, while the piezo is mounted on a manual translation stage for the initial path length matching with a coarse precision of a few wavelengths. Compared to the previously used fused-silica fibers, the doping concentration of these bulk amplifiers is around four times larger ($1.2 \cdot 10^{26}$ ions m$^{-3}$ vs. $3 \cdot 10^{25}$ ions m$^{-3}$). However, the crystals are also at least 20 times shorter. Therefore, a significantly higher seed pulse energy and a higher inversion level are required to achieve an acceptable output power (the small signal gain is limited to about 23). The latter point requires, additionally, a good spatial overlap of the signal and pump beams. Therefore, two high-brightness 105 µm-fiber-coupled pump diodes at 940 nm central wavelength are used, providing up to 65 W of average power.

A different front-end system has been employed for this experiment, however the setup is comparable to the narrow-bandwidth configuration of the previously described front-end. A seed power of up to 3 W is applied to each amplifier, limited at lower repetition rates by a pulse energy of 300 µJ per channel, which is the maximum value achievable.
Figure 6.10.: a) Spectra of the seed pulses (blue), the pulses from the two channels (red and orange) and the combined pulse (green), b) autocorrelation trace of the combined pulse and the single pulses.

with the pre-amplifier. The achievable average power deliverd by the amplifiers is limited by the available pump power and the onset of thermal lensing. Additionally, the pulse energy is limited to about 2.3 mJ by the damage threshold of the coatings of the rods, which is necessary to avoid higher losses at the end facets due to the higher refractive index of YAG (1.81 at 1030 nm [21]) compared to fused silica (1.45 [99]). In general, the self focusing limit in YAG is about three times smaller than in fused silica, which is caused by the three times larger nonlinear refractive index [126]. To achieve this pulse energy the repetition rate has to be reduced to values as low as 6 kHz. In figure 6.10 a), the spectra of the seed (blue), of the individual channels (red and orange) and the combined beam (green) are shown. As can be seen, the output pulses show an excellent match. However, the narrow gain bandwidth of Yb:YAG [127] results in spectral gain-narrowing of these pulses compared to the seed spectrum. With these parameters, the system emits 3 mJ combined and compressed pulses with a pulse duration of 695 fs (derived from the spectrum and residual phase; corresponding autocorrelation traces in figure 6.10 b)) and a peak power of 3.7 GW. The compressed average power is 18 W and even at these comparably low-average-power levels, some of the components had to be readjusted to compensate for thermal lensing in the amplifiers. The determined combination efficiency is 94% and the beam quality is characterized by an $M^2 < 1.2$. This high combination efficiency demonstrates that coherent combination is not limited to fiber amplifiers, but can even be applied to other types of optical amplifiers without any guiding mechanisms for the signal beam.
6.5. Combination of solid-core fibers for nonlinear pulse compression

Besides the power scaling of amplifiers, coherent combination can also be used to increase the performance of nonlinear pulse compression stages. In section 4.6, this process was already investigated theoretically. In the following, some results from a proof-of-principle experiment, the combination of two passive LPFs for spectral broadening in combination with a single chirped-mirror compressor [128], will be presented.

6.5.1. Setup and results

The fiber CPA system discussed in section 6.3 is used as the source for this experiment, delivering 340 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 2.1 MHz. Two passive solid-core LPFs with an MFD of 75 µm are employed for the spectral broadening and are incorporated into a Mach-Zehnde interferometric setup, as can be seen in figure 6.11. The fibers have a length of 10.3 cm and 10.8 cm, respectively. The required adjustable delay line is attached to the first PBC. As in the case of the combination of fiber amplifier this delay line is realized with a double-pass configuration consisting of a λ/4 waveplate and a piezo-mounted mirror, with the piezo again placed on a manual translation stage. After splitting the incident beam into two beams, the pulses are then spectrally broadened in their respective fibers and, finally, recombined with a second PBC. The fibers have the same structure as the previously described LPFs used in amplifiers, but their cores are not Ytterbium doped. Therefore, they also possess an air-clad for the pump light, which means that signal light that is not correctly coupled into the core will still be guided by the fiber cladding. This can have a detrimental effect on the combination.
process because light in this multimode cladding does not combine coherently. In order to reduce this effect, apertures are placed behind the fibers to filter out as much of this cladding light as possible, without impacting the output from the signal cores. The standard configuration for polarization combination with an HC detector connected to the piezo is also employed here. A $\lambda/2$ waveplate is used to rotate the polarization of the combined beam to p-polarization, which is required for the subsequent compression using two chirped-mirrors. These chirped-mirrors provide a dispersion of $-350 \text{ fs}^2$ per bounce, which results for 8 bounces in a total compensated dispersion of $-5600 \text{ fs}^2$. The efficiency of this compressor is measured to be 92%.

The pulse energies per channel behind the apertures are changed between 0.28 $\mu$J and 0.78 $\mu$J, which corresponds to 0.71 $\mu$J to 1.95 $\mu$J in front of each fiber. This leads to a significant broadening of the spectrum, as shown in figure 6.12a), from the few nanometers of the input pulse to 100 nm at the highest pulse energy (10 dB bandwidth). To calculate the combination efficiency, a polarization analyzer cube is placed in front of the compressor and the maximum and minimum power are measured behind it. This results in values in the range between 75% and 80%, independently from the broadening. The reason for this considerably low efficiency is the remaining light in the cladding that is not filtered out by the apertures. After compression, pulse energies of up to 1.1 $\mu$J can be achieved. The autocorrelation traces at the highest energy level are depicted in figure 6.12b). The combined autocorrelation trace has a duration of 39 fs, which corresponds to a sub-30 fs pulse duration if a Gaussian temporal profile is assumed. The figure also shows a slight difference between the traces for channel 1 and channel 2.
However, the impact of this issue on the combination process is small, as confirmed by the virtually constant combination efficiency. Taking the pulse duration and the pulse energy into account, the resulting peak power of 5 MW is beyond the self-focusing limit of a single fiber, which shows that coherent combination is a way to get around physical limitations in nonlinear pulse compression. To the best of my knowledge, this is the first demonstration of this technique with spatial coherent combination. In order to further improve this efficiency, broadening fibers without a pump cladding might be employed to filter out the residual light even better. One example would be to use gas-filled hollow-core fibers as already discussed in section 4.6. This will allow to increase the performance of laser systems like the ones described in subsection 6.3.3 further once limitations of the nonlinear pulse compression stages are encountered.

6.6. System integration of multiple channels

In the previously described experiments, the coherent combination technique has been applied to different cases, starting from fiber amplifiers to solid-state bulk amplifiers and, finally, to passive fibers used for spectral broadening. However, all of these experiments have in common that the individual channels are constituted by the same components used for conventional single channel systems. While this eases the construction of such systems by employing already developed components, increasing the channel count might result in complex systems with a large footprint. Hence, a compact integration of multiple channels into a single module is of major interest. In this section, an amplifier design incorporating a four-channel multicore fiber, applying a compact 1:N splitter design and the LOCSET stabilization system, will be demonstrated.

6.6.1. 1:N segmented-mirror splitter

A promising way to implement a compact 1:N splitter [129] was adapted during this thesis especially for the combination of the individual beams emitted by multicore fibers (see section 6.6). The basic setup for this 1:4 segmented mirror splitter (SMS) is shown in figure 6.13 a). The incoming beam propagates in a zig-zag path between the segmented mirror, shown in figure 6.13 b), and a mirror with a constant high reflectivity. The reflectivities of the front side of the segmented mirror are chosen in a way that every
Figure 6.13.: a) Segmented mirror splitter in 1:4 configuration, b) corresponding reflectivity profile of the segmented mirror.

ejected beam has the same power. For $N$ beams, the reflectivity of the $j$-th segment can be calculated as:

$$R_j = 1 - \frac{1}{N+1-j}$$

The backside of the element is anti-reflection coated. If the two mirrors are aligned parallel to each other, the $N$ output beams will also be parallel. In fact, the configuration is very similar to that used for pulse compression with chirped-mirrors [130]. Additionally, instead of using a one-dimensional setup with one splitter, two of such splitters can be arranged orthogonally to each other, thus generating a 2D $N \times M$ array of output beams. In this case, the maximum number of reflections for every beam is always below $2 \cdot (N + M)$. The main benefits of this SMS element are that it is nearly-diffraction-free and able to handle high average powers. The first aspect can be explained by the fact that only material dispersion in combination with a small incident angle on the material occur, resulting in a very small spatial chirp of the transmitted beams. On the other hand, the high-power capabilities come from the fact that even though the $N$ beams are transmitted through the element when it is used as a combination element, the high-power combined beam itself is only reflected if constructive interference occurs. Therefore, the thermal demands on every segment are comparable to those composed on the coupling elements as used for cavity enhancement, i.e. the high average power beam inside the cavity is reflected and the lower power incident beam is transmitted. Here,
extremely high average powers close to a Megawatt have already been demonstrated by employing substrates made of ultra-low expansion glass [131]. Hence, the application of the SMS element for the combination of beams with extreme average powers is expected to be possible. Because such a laser system will mostly operate in the CPA regime, the occurring peak powers and peak intensities at the SMS element will be low compared to the related damage thresholds of the substrates and coatings. Thus, the only limitations of this splitter will be the losses due to the multiple reflections of the combined beam at the two elements in combination with non-perfect reflectivities of the element. This is again equivalent to the issues found in enhancement cavities, where the reflectivities of the coupling mirrors and of the other high-reflectivity mirrors have to be well controlled.

### 6.6.2. Multicore fiber amplifiers

Integrating multiple signal cores into a single fiber has been thoroughly investigated for optical communication [132]. A similar idea can be employed for fiber amplifiers as well, as seen in figure 6.14 and demonstrated in proof-of-principle experiments for CW [133] and ultrashort pulses [134] in tiled-aperture configuration. In order to achieve spatially separated amplification, the different signal cores have to be optically isolated independent from each other, i.e. they should behave in the same way as multiple separate fibers. Due to the integration into one single fiber, thermal cross-talk between the cores cannot be completely avoided and might be of concern, e.g. regarding mode-instabilities. However, recently it could be demonstrated with a four-core large-mode-area PCF that the mode-instability threshold basically scales linearly with the number of cores [135]. A total average power of 536 W was achieved, pumped by a single pump source into a shared pump cladding. In fact, in the case of Ytterbium-doped double-cladding very large-mode-area fibers, the available pump sources today provide higher average pow-
ers than can be handled with a single signal core without hitting the mode instability threshold. Therefore, such a configuration allows enhancing the performance of fiber laser systems and reducing the component count due to the shared pump source. Even though in the frame of this thesis the fiber used in [135] was available for experiments, it is not actually suited for coherent combination. The reason for this is the inhomogeneous refractive-index profile of the cores, resulting in output beams with different intensity and phase profiles from each of the individual cores. Experimental investigations resulted in combination efficiencies below 40%. Hence, a new fiber was designed and produced based on the LPF design. The micro structure of the fiber is shown in figure 6.15. This fiber was produced in different sizes (LPF 20, LPF 30, LPF 40 and LPF 50). The resulting MFD per core can be estimated (for low average powers and neglecting the thermal profile) by the formula $MFD = \frac{2\Lambda - d}{1.2\Lambda}$, where $\Lambda$ is the pitch between the holes and $d$ their diameter (with a value of $d = 0.2\Lambda$ for these fibers).

Unfortunately, various issues impact the performance of the fibers. Due to a mismatch between the refractive index of the active material and the silica matrix [137], only the smallest fiber is usable and even this one shows an imperfect confinement of the fundamental mode in the core. Additionally, an insufficient strength of the optical barrier between the different cores leads to optical coupling between them. The effect of this coupling affects the beam quality negatively, and also reduces the achievable combination efficiency. This will be investigated in more detail in the next subsection. Still, despite all these issues, the fiber can be employed to realize a complete setup, including the splitting, combination and stabilization of the path lengths with only a moderate loss of combination efficiency.

So far, the fibers employed have their cores distributed in a single row. However, a 2D-setup of cores would also be possible. As discussed in subsection 6.6.1, splitting and combination elements for this case are easily realizable.
Figure 6.16.: Schematic setup of a four-core large-pitch multicore fiber with the SMS element used as a splitter and combiner. The active path length control of three of the channels is realized with a LOCSET based system.

6.6.3. Setup and experimental results

In figure 6.16, the schematic setup of the main amplification stage including the 1.15 m long multicore fiber is shown. It is seeded by the front-end system as applied for the first two experiments (broadband configuration). The SMS, element presented in subsection 6.6.1, is employed to split the incoming beam with a diameter of 900 µm into four parallel channels. They are first reflected at the PBC and directed to a piezo-mounted mirror for each beam (with the exception of the mirror of the first channel, which is static). By employing a λ/4 waveplate, a double pass can be realized to use the piezos as path-length shifters. The SMS element has a pitch of 2 mm between the different segments, leading to a similar separation between the four resulting beams. Due to the size of the piezos with the mounted mirrors being larger than 2 mm across, additional mirrors have to be employed to increase the spacing of the beams from the 2 mm to about 4 cm. Instead of this setup, which introduces additional components, it would also be possible to let the four beams pass through a magnifying telescope to increase the absolute distance between them. If a 4f-setup were employed, this would not introduce any significant errors due to divergence. However, large enough aspheric lenses for the telescope were not available at the time of the experiment. Using a standard spherical lens, on the other hand, would introduce too many aberrations on the outer beams. After going through these delay lines the four parallel beams are demagnified by a factor of 25 with a combination of a 500 mm and 20 mm lens in a 4f-configuration and imaged directly onto the end facet of the multicore fiber to be coupled into its respective cores. This factor was chosen to provide the correct beam sizes at the end facet (MFD
The first beam is coupled into the right core by adjusting the two mirrors inside the telescope. Then, by changing the angles of the SMS components, the distance between the beams can be adjusted, resulting in a simultaneous coupling of all the other beams.

At the output of the fiber another 4f-setup is used to generate four parallel output beams again. In between, a dichroic mirror separates the signal light from the light of the pump source. The pump cladding of this fiber has a size of 116 µm x 269 µm. Due to the roundness of the output fibers of standard pump sources, the smaller dimension has to be considered for the pump coupling. In the experiment, a 600 W, 200 µm fiber-coupled pump diode is used and its output beam is imaged to the required size by the same optics as employed in section 6.3, providing a demagnification factor of around 2.4. The focal length of the lens behind the fiber is around 40 mm (it is part of the pump coupling optics and cannot be changed) and with an additional 400 mm lens, a magnification factor of 10 can be achieved. Hence, the resulting beam distance is too small to use the SMS element again for combination. Instead of using a second lens with a very large focal length, resulting in a very large footprint, a second telescope with a -100 mm, 200 mm lens combination provides the right beam distances for the next SMS element. In the same way that the input beam is split into four, the four output beams can now be coherently combined back into one. The non-combined parts (gray dashed lines in figure 6.16) are reflected (and transmitted) in a direction defined by the SMS angle and caught by a beam dump.

A small leakage of the combined beam through a mirror is directed towards a photo-diode that is connected to a LOCSET system which drives the piezos to obtain a maximum combined average power. In the experiment, the modulation frequencies of the piezos are set to 2 kHz, 3 kHz and 4 kHz, respectively to generate the required phase modulations for the LOCSET scheme. As can be seen in the schematic setup, the path lengths from the input beam to the input end facet of the fiber and also from the output end facet to the combined beam are different for each channel. Hence, the 4f-requirement cannot be fulfilled for all channels at once. This means that the beam diameters at the input of the fiber will be slightly different from each other. The same holds true at the combination element due to the divergence of the beam. While the slightly different coupling efficiency into the fibers might be neglectable, the different beam diameters at the combination element will have an impact on the combination efficiency. As an estimation, a beam diameter of 900 µm at the element will be assumed. The distance between both components of the SMS element is 5 cm, resulting in a maximum path-length
difference of $2 \cdot 3 \cdot 5 = 30$ cm. By calculating the propagation of the different beams, a maximum achievable combination efficiency of 98.5% can be determined. Hence, the losses due to this beam-diameter mismatch are small, but they will become more pronounced if the number of channels is increased. In this case, larger beam sizes (to reduce the divergence) and beam distances should be chosen and the SMS element has to be designed accordingly. Finally, the combined beam is sent to the previously employed grating compressor with a bandwidth of 22 nm.

As in the previous experiments, the combination efficiency will be determined as a measure to describe the quality of the combination process. In all of the previous experiments, this could be done by just operating each of the amplifier channels one-by-one and then comparing their added output power to that of the combined case (see equation 4.2). However, in the multicore fiber the amplification in each signal channel is not completely independent from the amplification in the other channels due to the shared pump cladding. Therefore, the output power of each signal channel would have to be measured individually while all signal channels are running. Due to the small distance between the beams, this is a difficult and error-prone task. Another way is to measure the reflected power of the SMS element, but this is also challenging in high-average-power operation due to space constraints. The alternative is to let the stabilization system optimize the combined output power to the maximum and minimum values and derive the combination efficiency from them. For a four channel SMS element with the stated reflectivities, the expected combination efficiency is 25% if the pulses from each channel do not overlap in time and, therefore, neither constructive nor destructive interference happens at the combination element. In this case, changing the phases of the individual channels will not alter the output power of the combined beam, resulting in $P_{\text{max}} = P_{\text{min}}$. Hence, in order to get to the expected combination efficiency, the following formula can be derived:

$$\eta_{\text{comb}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{max}} + 3P_{\text{min}}}$$  \hfill (6.1)

A more detailed derivation of the equation can be found in appendix B and it can also be confirmed experimentally at lower average-power levels by measuring $P_{\text{max}}$ and $P_{\text{min}}$ and comparing them with the reflected power of the SMS element while the combined output power is maximized.

In the experiment, the coupling between the cores is estimated first by only seeding one of the signal cores and by measuring the percentage of the total output power coming out of this specific core. It should be noted that a back and forth transfer of power between the cores might happen during the propagation through the fiber. In the following table
the percentage of power emitted by each of the seeded signal cores is shown for different power levels at the output:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core</th>
<th>Average power / W</th>
<th>Power in the core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As expected, a higher percentage of power remains in the outer cores at the same power level since they only have a single adjacent core. Besides the intensity, this coupling effect might also impact the temporal phase (and, thereby, the spectral phase) of the strongly stretched pulses. However, it is expected that at higher average powers, the thermal refractive index profile will confine the modes stronger in the core and reduce this coupling.

In operation the stabilization system is activated to optimize the combined output power to its maximum value. Below are the measured values and the combination efficiency calculated according to equation 6.1 for different average powers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P_{\text{max}}$ / W</th>
<th>$P_{\text{min}}$ / W</th>
<th>$\eta_{\text{comb}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the coupling of the cores an average drop of efficiency (with respect to the ideal case) by about 10% (average of the coupled power) is expected and, therefore, these values fall in the range given by the theoretical maximum efficiency. The drop of efficiency at higher average powers can be explained by thermal effects. Despite the high-quality fused-silica lenses in the telescope behind the fiber, a temperature increase can be observed in them, supported by a visible change of the combined beam profile. These thermal effects can change the angles of the beams at the SMS element and can, therefore, have a detrimental effect on the overlap of the beams and the quality of the
combination process. Additionally, some stability issues could also be observed at higher average powers, which can be related to the coupling lens in front of the fiber. Due to the comparably low efficiency of the amplification process in this fiber, a significant amount of residual pump light will pass through this lens before it is removed by a dichroic pump blocker (placing the pump blocker between the lens and the fiber is not possible due to space constraints). Because this lens is not made of fused silica, a thermal lens impacting the seed beam will also appear. Unfortunately, manufacturing a lens with such a short focal length (20 mm) out of fused silica is very challenging due to the lower refractive index compared to materials such as BK7. Moreover, tests with a 25 mm fused-silica lens did not yield acceptable results (coupling of all four beams simultaneously was not possible).

At a low combined average powers of 10 W, a coefficient-of-variation of the output power of 1% is measured, which is comparable to the fluctuations of the pre-amplifier. In a separate experiment, the origin of the path-length fluctuations to be compensated is investigated. By only employing a piezo to control the distance between the two components of the SMS splitter and using static phase shifters in the different channels, intra-channel fluctuations can be separated from those affecting all channels equally. In this case, a coefficient of variation of 3% is measured, meaning the residual path-length fluctuations are far below the wavelength scale. This stands in contrast to the behaviour observed for spatially separated amplifiers in section 6.3, where path-length fluctuations of multiple wavelengths have to be compensated. In fact, in a carefully designed system, it might be possible to avoid having an active phase control of each individual channel. Finally, the amplified and combined pulses are compressed back to the femtosecond regime. To show the benefits of the multicore fiber, the case where all four signal channels are combined is compared to the case in which the same pulse energy is extracted from a single channel. Due to the large cladding-to-core ratio in the latter case and the limited fiber length, the efficiency of the amplification process is low and only low average powers are achievable. In figure 6.17, the spectra and autocorrelation traces are compared for a repetition rate of 354 kHz and 40 W combined average power (83% combination efficiency measured behind the compressor) and for a repetition rate of 211 kHz and 24 W average power for just the fourth signal core (only 6 W actually arrived at the output due to the lack of constructive interference at the SMS element). In both cases, the combined and compressed pulse energy is 110 µJ (again, taking into account that only 25% of this power arrives at the output for the single channel case). However, the B-integral is significantly lower when using four signal channels instead of
Figure 6.17.: a) Spectra of the single channel (blue) and combined case (orange) for a compressed and combined pulse energy of 110 µJ and b) autocorrelation traces for the same setup. The autocorrelation trace for the single channel is first shown for the mini-compressor optimized for the combined case (blue) and then readjusted to provide the shortest pulse (red).

Figure 6.18.: a) Beam after the SMS element and b) after the compressor for a single channel, c) beam after the SMS element and d) after the compressor for the combination of all signal cores.

one (1.1 rad vs. 3.1 rad). In the spectrum, this is visible by the stronger modulation-depth of the spectral modulations and in the autocorrelation trace by a reduction of the pulse quality. Additionally, the mini-compressor had to be readjusted to achieve the shortest pulse duration in this case. It should be noted that the pulse shaper in the system is optimized to provide the best pulse quality in the combined case to allow for a good comparison between both configurations. In figure 6.18 the beams a few cm after the SMS element and after the compressor are shown. As can be seen, fringes are visible on the beam profiles due to diffraction at the edges of the SMS element segments caused by the imperfect confinement of the individual signal modes in the cores. However, after compression, an acceptable intensity beam profile is achieved for both configurations.

In summary, the multicore experiment shows a way to integrate many signal channels in a compact footprint which will allow to dramatically increase the number of channels in the future.
In this thesis, the combination of ultrashort laser pulses was explored as a power-scaling concept. The work is motivated by the evolution of the performance of ultrashort fiber laser systems over the last years. Even though tremendous improvements had been made in the decades before and important parameters such as the average power, pulse energy and peak power have been increased by many orders of magnitude, in the last years the progress rate has begun to decline. On the one hand, the pulse energy and peak power are limited by physical effects such as surface damage of the material or self-focusing inside the core. Although a longer stretched pulse duration in the CPA regime would allow to increase these values, they would still be limited by the energy extractable out of the fiber and by the footprint of the compressor. On the other hand, the average power is currently limited by mode-instabilities.

Hence, the coherent combination of ultrashort pulses has been investigated as a way to overcome these shortcomings. More specifically, the combination of multiple spatially separated amplifiers with the filled-aperture beam-combination technique was explored, since this concept can provide a simultaneous increase of the average power, pulse energy and peak power while preserving the beam quality and temporal pulse profile of a single-channel system. Theoretically, this approach allows for a combination with perfect efficiency. However, there are a variety of effects that detrimentally affect the combination process. Theoretical considerations were carried out to investigate the impact of differences between the pulses emitted by the amplifiers. This includes differences in the B-integral or in the optical-path-lengths. For these effects, analytical solutions for the resulting combination efficiency were derived. It could be shown that their impact is small enough to realize laser systems based on coherent combination experimentally with a good combination efficiency. Additionally, the total combination efficiency converges to a fixed values for an increasing number of channels. However, active path-length-stabilization mechanisms are required for stable operation and their mode of operation, especially with a focus on multichannel systems, was investigated.

The spatial coherent combination concept with a fiber-CPA system comprising four
parallel state-of-the-art amplifiers was demonstrated experimentally. The system was operated in a high-average-power and in a high-peak-power configuration, differentiated mainly by the type of fiber used and by the bandwidth of the pre-amplifier system. In the first experiment, a compressed average power of 530 W with pulse energies of 1.3 mJ were achieved together with an excellent combination efficiency of 93% and high beam quality. In the second configuration, the system emitted 210 fs pulses with a pulse energy of 5.7 mJ and 22 GW peak power. Again, a very high combination efficiency and beam quality were achieved. While the first experiment provides an unprecedented combination of average power and pulse energy for fiber CPA systems, the second one is, to the best of my knowledge, the highest peak power emitted from a fiber laser system so far. In fact, the peak power from a single channel of the latter system is higher than any previously reported value. In figure 7.1, these results are compared to the output parameters of single-channel ultrashort fiber laser systems with regard to the average power and the peak power. As can be seen, due to the scaling of both parameters with the number of channels, the results presented in this work can be found in the upper right corner of the figure. Hence, the achieved experimental results show the viability of the coherent combination technique as a power-scaling concept for average power and peak power.

Additionally, the coherent combination of two bulk amplifiers has been demonstrated, extending the applicability of this concept to new amplifier architectures. This can also be further extended to include other advanced laser architectures such as the thin-disk
laser and the slab-laser in the future. Besides improving the output power of laser amplifiers, the use of coherent combination for nonlinear compression was also investigated in a proof-of-principle experiment with two solid-core fibers. In this experiment, the self-focusing limit could be overcome.

Finally, for future systems with a large channel count, the compact integration of these channels will play a major role in reducing the footprint and component count and, therefore, the cost. Experimentally, the splitting of one beam into four parallel beams, their subsequent amplification in a multicore fiber with a shared pump cladding and their recombination together with the stabilization of the system was demonstrated in the previously used CPA system. The segmented-mirror-splitter (SMS) design was adapted for the multicore fiber to serve as the splitting and combination element. Even though the fiber had multiple deficiencies, stable operation was successfully shown for up to 176 W of average power. Additionally, the recompression of the pulses to the femtosecond regime and the benefit that four cores provide compared to a single one with respect to the pulse energy was demonstrated.

In summary, coherent combination is a viable path to develop laser systems with performance levels better than what is currently (or even in the future) achievable with a single amplifier system. Due to the increase of the performance parameters with the number of channels, there is no physical reason that sets a fixed limit for the scaling possibilities. Therefore, this concept is an important building block to reach the required parameters even for the most challenging applications in the future, e.g. the realization of high-repetition-rate laser-particle-accelerators [13].

In order to reach this goal, work will have to be done to improve the integration of multiple channels, e.g. multicore fibers with a significant number of cores, also in a 2D-arrangement. The use of host material with a higher thermal conductivity compared to fused-silica, e.g. YAG, might also be beneficial in this context to improve the heat dissipation. Additionally, the required stabilization systems should be further investigated to allow for a compact integration and for the minimization of detrimental side-effects such as intensity fluctuations caused by the applied phase modulations. The application of coherent combination to very high peak power bulk laser systems should also be explored further, while addressing challenges such as the path-length-stabilization at very low repetition rates, allowing for the improvement of peak power and average power for these laser systems. Furthermore, there is the possibility to overcome limitations of nonlinear compression in hollow-core fibers, which will allow to increase the performance of high-repetition-rate few-cycle laser systems. Taking all these promising
future applications into account, the coherent combination technique will certainly be an important building block for next generation laser systems.
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A. Calculation of the maximum stretched pulse duration

In order to get an estimation of the maximum stretched pulse duration that is possible to achieve with a given grating size $D$ in the compressor, the difference between the travelling time of the shortest and longest wavelength components can be calculated. In figure A.1 the different optical lengths are shown. The distance between the gratings is $l$ for the center wavelength $\lambda_0$. In a double-pass configuration, the maximum propagation length difference between the two spectral components is $\Delta L = 2(l_{11} + l_{12} - (l_{21} - l_{22}))$. The first two of these terms can easily be deducted from the figure:

$$l_{11} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{D}{2}\right)^2 + l^2 - 2\left(\frac{D}{2}\right) l \cos(90^\circ + \beta)}$$

$$l_{12} = \left(\frac{D}{2}\right) \sin(\alpha)$$ (A.1)

By applying the approximation $l^2 \gg \left(\frac{D}{2}\right)^2$, these equations can be simplified. Similarly, the difference of the second pair of path lengths can be calculated, resulting in the total

Figure A.1.: Optical paths in a compressor with a grating width $D$, an incident angle $\alpha$, an angle of refraction $\beta$ of the center wavelength, which has a propagation length $L$. 
propagation length difference:

\[ \Delta L \approx 2 \left( l + \left( \frac{D}{2} \right) \sin (\beta) + \left( \frac{D}{2} \right) \sin (\alpha) - \left( l - \left( \frac{D}{2} \right) \sin (\beta) - \left( \frac{D}{2} \right) \sin (\alpha) \right) \right) \]

\[ \approx 2D (\sin (\beta) + \sin (\alpha)) \]  

(A.2)

By introducing the grating equation for the first diffraction order \( d (\sin (\beta) + \sin (\alpha)) = \lambda_0 \), this result can be simplified to equation 2.20:

\[ \tau_{\text{max}} \approx \frac{2D\lambda_0}{dc_0} \approx \frac{4\pi D}{d\omega_0} \]  

(A.3)
B. Calculation of the combination efficiency for the multicore fiber

In order to calculate the combination efficiency of the multicore fiber with the SMS element by using the maximum and minimum power behind it, the total power that coherently combines $P_{\text{comb}}$ and the power that does not combine $P_{\text{not\_comb}}$ have to be defined. All power values in this section are assumed to be time-averaged which do not take into account the temporal pulse profile, i.e. they are the average power values. In total, the power emitted from the amplifiers is $P_{\text{total}} = P_{\text{comb}} + P_{\text{not\_comb}}$. If the system is optimized for the highest combined power, the power $P_{\text{max}} = P_{\text{comb}} + \frac{1}{N} P_{\text{not\_comb}}$ is measured as the combined output for $N$ channels. The prefactor $\frac{1}{N}$ results from the fact that if no interference takes place, then only a fraction $\frac{1}{N}$ of the power launched by a specific channel arrives at the output of the SMS element, while the rest of the power is reflected at the various segments. If the system is optimized for the minimum combined average power, $P_{\text{min}} = \frac{1}{N} P_{\text{not\_comb}}$ is measured at the output. In order to calculate the combination efficiency, the following equation can be used, which is based on equation 4.2:

$$
\eta_{\text{comb}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{total}}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{comb}} + P_{\text{not\_comb}}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{max}} - N \cdot P_{\text{min}}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{\frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{max}} - N \cdot P_{\text{min}}}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{max}} + (N - 1) \cdot P_{\text{min}}} \quad (B.1)
$$

$$
\eta_{\text{comb}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{max}} - P_{\text{min}} + N \cdot P_{\text{min}}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{\frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{max}} - P_{\text{min}} + N \cdot P_{\text{min}}}} = \frac{P_{\text{max}}}{P_{\text{max}} + (N - 1) \cdot P_{\text{min}}} \quad (B.2)
$$

Hence, by assuming a four channel system ($N = 4$), this results in equation 6.1.
Zusammenfassung (Summary)

Ultrakurzpuls-Laser haben sich inzwischen als Werkzeug in verschiedenen Bereichen etabliert. Dabei sind die Anforderungen an die erreichbaren Pulsenergien, Pulsspitzenleistungen und Durchschnittsleistungen immer weiter gestiegen. Die erforderlichen oder gewünschten Parameter wie Pulsenergie, Pulsspitzenleistung und Repetitionsraten sind mit einem einzelnen Lasersystem in vielen Fällen aufgrund von physikalischen Limitierungen nicht erreichbar. Deshalb ist die Parallelisierung, also die Kombination der Ausgangsstrahlen mehrerer Laserverstärker ein Weg diese Limitierungen zu umgehen.

In dieser Arbeit wurde die kohärente Kombination ultrakurzer Pulse theoretisch und experimentell beleuchtet. Bei der kohärenten Kombination sind die Pulse der einzelnen Laserverstärker in ihrem spektralen und zeitlichen Pulssprofil möglichst identisch. Abweichungen, z.B. durch unterschiedliche Pfadlängen in den Kanälen oder durch nichtlineare Effekte haben einen negativen Effekt auf die Kombinationseffizienz, was durch einfache analytische Gleichungen beschrieben werden kann. Zusätzlich wurden verschiedene aktive Stabilisierungsmechanismen für die Pfadlängen untersucht, besonders in Hinblick auf die Multikanalfähigkeit. Im experimentellen Teil wurden die gewonnen Erkenntnisse angewendet um ein 4-Kanal Faser CPA System in 2 verschiedenen Konfigurationen aufzubauen und zu charakterisieren. Dabei konnte zuerst eine komprimierte Durchschnittsleistung von 530 W erreicht werden, wobei die emittierten Pulse eine Energie von jeweils 1.3 mJ und eine Spitzenleistung von 1.8 GW hatten. Die Systemeffizienz, welche ein Maß für die Qualität der Kombination ist, lag hierbei bei 93%. In der zweiten Konfiguration konnte durch Austausch der Fasern und Benutzung eines Streckers/Kompressors mit einer höheren Bandbreite eine Spitzenleistung von 22 GW erreicht werden, was den bisher höchsten Werte für ein faserbasiertes Lasersystem darstellt. In weiteren Versuchen wurde die kohärente Kombination von klassischen Festkörperverstärkern gezeigt, sowie die Anwendung der Kombination für die nichtlineare Pulskompression. Schließlich ist es für die Zukunft entscheidend, wie die Anzahl der Verstärkerkanäle erhöht werden kann. Dazu wurde eine Faser mit 4 integrierten Verstärkerkanälen zusammen mit einem kompakten Element für die Strahlauftteilung und -kombination untersucht.
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